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Animeniacs
Japanese animation
· event attracts costumeclad anime lovers.
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·R oad trip! One reporter's adventure
•
, }ores the wilderness of rnJ. ennessee,
.
Geo,rgia
• and the Carolinas
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AMANDA MOORE

Snaking through 11-inch pas- else a girl could want.
And there are bats. Did we
sages deep in a tave. Getting so
The Future embedded writer ;ilready :mention the bats?
.
Staff Writer
covered in mud ~d clay your · and photographer Amanda
To get a better idea of what's
mother wouldn't recognize you. . Moore in the group of eight stu- happening, keep reading. The Friday, May 4
Playing peekaboo with a palm- dents and four gwdes to docu- Future will also be updating the 6 a.m., 30 minutes befure the
sized bat.
ment the trip. She will r~port on Web site·Wednesday and Friday road trip gets underway
Everything a girl could ask how the physically grueling trip to see what the group has done
for.
bonds the group together and · in the meantime, so check back
We meet by moonlight. The ,
This summer, Outdoor · how the trip affects her.
at http://www.centralfloridafu- balmy air envelopes me like a
Adventure, a 'division of the
The ~oup left Friday morn- ture.com for the full story, blanket, comforting, though it
. Recreation and Wellness Cen- ing and went cave diving. Satur- including photos. Next Monday, makes me dangerously drowsy.
ter, decided to bundle seven day was hiking to a waterfall, look for a recap of the entire Nathan Renstrom, one of four
separate activities across .the and Sunday -:was mountain bile- trip.
trip leaders who will accompany
Southeast together for the Out- ing. Already, the group has
Moore will be entering her us, is the first to welcome me.
door Adventure East Coast begun bonding over the shared sophomore year at UCF this fall ·
Before I can utter a greeting,
Road Trip. The trip is seven experiences, especially in the In the short year since she came he shouts through the fog, "Good
intense days of cave diving, depths of the cave, where the to the Future, she has published morning! Are you awake yet?''
white water rafting, mountain group helped a claustrophobic more than 70 photos and eight
Inside an office, I spot the sole
biking, hiking and everything team member face her fears.
stories.
familiar face of Roberta

)

.I

Nogueira Nogueira met with me
earlier in the week to give me
· crash
course on how to pack for
everything we would be do~
from cave spelunking to white
water rafting. She is all smiles.
After struggling to lift my own
pack into a black trailer attached
to one of the vans_ vans that we
would later randomly christen
Chuck Norris and Qµagmire, the
latter after the wonderfully perverted Family Guy character _
the crew slowly arrives.
I am not a morning person,
never was and probably never
will be. Though I wear a stoic
facade, I. am absolutely thrilled
and ready to explode on the
inside. I stand in a small circle
PLEASE SEE
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The real
World .
beckons

·'Greek Ghetto' hou_se feels th~ burn in training exercise
SPACE SATELLITE
RIDES ABALLISTIC

·i
Agroup of university
students in Kentucky are
developing a program to
launch a satellite into
space. The catch: They're
launching from the former
Soviet Union satellite
nation of Kazakhstan.
~niversity officials said the
project will cost a frat1ion
of the price by launching
overseas. Oh yeah, the 1
kilogram cube's chariot will
be a Soviet-era
intercontinenta I ballistic
missile: That's Niiice!

,)

Words of encouragement and
cheers mark commencement
NICOLE WILLIS
Contributing Writer

.1

AROUND CAMPUS, Al

STATEWIDE JOB FAIR
WILL BE HELD THURS.
AT THE UCF ARENA

,.

The 19th Annual Statewide Job Fair
will be held from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Thursday, May 10,atthe UCF Arena.
More than 150 employers typically .
attend this event, which is sponsored
by Florida Career Centers,

Firefighters from the Orange
County Fire Rescue stop to
chat while an abandoned
building in the neighborhood
known as the"Greek Ghetto"
goes up in flames on April 28.
The fire was part of a
controlled training exercise
for the fire department.

LOCAL &,STATE, A2

TAXPAYERS WILL HAVE
TO WAIT FOR LOWER
PROPERTY-TAX RATES ·

Hundrt ds of UCF graduates from the
College of Engineering and Computer
Science, College of Optics and Photonics
and the Rosen College of Hospitality
Management bid adieu to peace strikes,
parking hassles anfl Polaris Saturday. .
. A proud silence hung over the UCF
Arena when the <;:eremony began. While
the audience on either side of the students and.st.;ige sat with. delighted faces
in the dim light, the newly confirmed
graduates basked in the glow of the overhead lights aimed at them and the stage.
The further the ceremony progressed;
the louder and more ubiquito'tis the
cheers became.
A few of the graduation caps were
decorated with names, sorority letters, a
blinking red light and the words, "Hi
Mom.''
Saturday morning's commencement
PLEASESEE

GRADUATES ON AS

Due to the sheer complexity of the
issue and philosophical differences, a
. 60-day session among lawmakers
ended Friday without a tax cut. The
issue will take time, and Gov. Charlie
Crist endorsed a decision to bump the
property tax reform to a special
session in June.

NATION&WORLD,A4

'

EMERGENCY CREWS
RESUMES SEARCH FOR
TORNADO SURVIVORS

-•

.

The search continued in Greensburg,
Kan., a day after being temporarily
suspended as another storm
approached. The tornadoes rampaged
across the Midwest plains, from South
Dakota to Oklahoma.

Peer mentors help transfer students adjust to UCF
RICHARI;> BILBAO
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Students from the College of Engineering and Computer
Science, the College of Optics and Photonics and the
· Rosen College of Hospitality Management stand as
faculty file into the UCF Arena during the graduation
ceremony on Saturday.

Contributing Writer

For the last three years, the
number of transfer students
flowing into UCF has been on
the rise, but the unique challenges that transfer students
face are the same as they ever
were.
According tO data from
UCF's Office of Institutional
Research, in the 2002-2003

school year, -UCF received a
total ·of 5,639 students, from
both other ·universities and
community colleges. In the
2006-2007 school year the
number rose to 7,066 students, a
25.3 percent increase.
"I think UCF is getting a better name for itself," said Jennifer
Petit, an engineering major and
peer mentor at the Office of
Transfer and Transition Services.

Petit, who transferred to
UCF from the University of
Akron in Ohio, said that the reason she transferred here was
because UCF had an interesting
space program and its close
proximity to NASA
,Petit said that she notices
that transfer students are being
overwhehned by the transition
early on. She said that she has
even seen students fe~ling pressured by the amount of infor-

mation presented at orientation.
"A lot of students come from
classrooms with 30 people to
classes with 400," she said. Petit
said that the size difference can
be rough, but a common problem she's encountered was
helping students with credit
transfer problems.
Petit said that because transferring credits don't get
processed until after orienta- ·

tion, students are at risk of not
knowing which credits trans_.
ferred and which didn't.
"I was one of those students," she said
Petit said that if a student has
problems with a transferred
credit, they should petition for
those classes. She said that contacting the professor of the
class and providing information
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

tewide Job Fair starts Thurs.

1uturt

Attention UCF graduates i out how to put that degree ·
ise this week.
The 19th Annual Statewide
· Fair will be held from 10
1. to 3 p.m. Thursday- at the
:F Arena.
More than 150 employers
kally attend the event,
ich is sponsored by Florida
reer Centers, a group of ·
:eer Services directors from
:F and other universities.
For more information, visit
x//www.floridacareertters.org.

Fans of the J.K. Rowling
ies can order a copy the sevh and final installment of the
ies at the UCF Bookstore.
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Opinions Editor
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Sports Editor
~

Melissa Heyboer x215
sports@(entra/F/oridafuture.com

mer astronaut's attorneys given
jitional 60 days before trial
ORLANDO
Defense
omey Donald Lykkebak
iuld not tell reporters what he
pes to find on a missing
leotape of former astronaut
;a Nowak in a holding cell,
t on Friday he convinced the
lge to allow more time before
al.
Circuit .Judge Marc Lubet
1e Lykkebak an additional 60
ys to prepare his case from
len he receives the videotape
d an improved transcript of
'wak's initial interview with
lice.
The first transcript was
.e dited and unintelligible, J
kkebak argued in court FriY.
''The state was charged with
tting an improved copy of the
'e to me and ·giving me an
proved transcript, and a
mth has passed, and I still do
t have them," he said "Tbfy
tlize the significance to me
d the significance to them."
Nowak, a former NASA
:ronaut, faces life in prison
:er being charged with
empting to kidnap Air Force
ptain Colleen Shipmah.

LOCAL ON A4 .
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•

Variety Editor
Jenny Andreasson x214

ART DRAWN FROM FAITH
Studio art major
finds inspiration
in her own beliefs
Alyssa Aviles, 19, puts down
her Bible and sits at her Apple
computer, but not to do homework or check Facebook. She's
beginning another graphic
masterpiece.
"If I'm in a funk, I read the
Bible, and the passages inspire
me:' Aviles said
Avile.s is a studio art major
and creates art not only for her
portfolio but also for UCF's
Christian organization Campus Crusade for Christ, of
which she is an active member.
Whenever she is stressed or
unhappy, she expresses her
feelings in her art, either in a
painting or graphically on her
computer. Being a Christian
also helps her Qvercome everyday obstacles, she said
''.A chapter from Ps~
helped me through some
drama a while ago. It was about
a man drowning who had no
hope but for God to save him. It
showed me that when it seems
like there is no hope for things
to get better, if you trust God,
he will bring you through it,"
Aviles said
Aviles created mock advertisements for campaigns such
as (Product) RED for her art
classes, all of which can be
·v iewed on her Facebook profile. She also designed ads for
Invisible Children, an organization raising a~areness of
child abduction and displacement in Uganda
Aviles enjoys drawing or
painting art with biblical
images or sayings on them and
then scanning them onto her

The Future wants to hear
m you! If you have a club,
:anization or event and want
ll' information to be consid:d for the Around Campus
umn, send a fax to 407-447i6 or · an
e-mail to
ltor@ucfnews.com. Deades are 5 p.m. Friday for the
mday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
the Wednesday edition, and
m. Wednesday for the Friday
ltion.

variety@(entralRoridaFuture.com
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Staff Writers

Contributing Writer

you may 1iave missed
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Keep local with headliries
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May 7, 2007

UCF professor Wayne Wolf

-order 7th Harry Potter book

•

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

fessor speaks on smart cameras
l speak today from 2 p.m. to
) p.m. on the emergence and
1lications of smart cameras.
Smart cameras combine
rsically distributed catQ.eras
l embedded computer proms to analyze what the cams see.
The presentation will be in
Harris Corporation Engi:ring Center, Room 125.

•

COURTESY ALYSSA AVILES

Studio art major Alyssa Aviles, 19, displays some of her skillful self portraits. Aviles said she
draws on the Bible for inspiration but considers herself"open·minded."

computer to add digital effects.
Her favorite piece of art she
has created is an image of a dalmatian that initially appears to
be a series ofblack splotches. It
was entirely composed on her
computer.
"I guess I was just born with
creativity," Aviles said
.
Aviles. also created artwork
imitating Apple's well-known
ads, featuring tl).e silhouette of

someone using one of their
iPods on a brightly colored
background She even created
a few silhouettes of herself.
Aviles said she looks more
like an artist than a "stereotypical Christian." She had her lip
pierced and describes her style
as ''very unique." She has even
dubbed herself an "open-minded Christian."
''.A lot of Christians can be

judgmental toward other people, but I'm not that hardcore," .
Aviles said
Still, ~he said she is a firm
believer, and that becoming a
Christian gave her a new and
improved outlook on her life.
"It's taught me how to love
people and life," Aviles said
Maria Wells Pezzoli, a staff
member of Campus Crusade
for Christ, is passionate about
Aviles' work and the organization.
''.Alyssa is so creative in
ways that I am just not," Pezzoli
said.
Pezzoli and her husband
have worked for Campus Crusade for Christ nationally for
five years, beginning at the
University of Alabama. Her
husband, David, was the opening act for Andre Kole's performance at UCF on March 6.
The event was sponsored partly by Caiµpus Crusade for
Christ. She learned through·
attending the weekly meetings
that there is more to 'being a
Christian than going to church
every Sunday.
"Having a real, personal
relationship with God is what
changed the way I see everything - people,' circumstances
and the purpose of life," Pezzoli
said
Aviles'
post-graduation
dream is to travel the world,
take pictures in third-world
countries and publish them in
a book.
·
"The more I karn about
God, the more it inspires me to
get other people to look at their
own faith and life," Aviles said
She is currently working on
an ink wash, or black-andwhite watercolor, featuring koi
fish.
"What inspires me, I can
only hope inspires others,"
Aviles said

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL

Today
WINDY

High: 79°

Today: Windy and partly cloudy.
Chance of scattered showers develop. ing in the afternoon.
·
Tonight: Partly cloudy. North winds
Low: 55°.. 10 to 15 mph with gusts around 30
mph after midnight.
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One free copy of the Central Florida Future
pe1T11itted per issue. If available, additional copies
may be purchased from our office with prior
approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is a crime.
Violators may be subject to civil and criminal
proserution and/or University discipline.
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University ()f Central Florida

D'Angelo
Grilled Sandwiches
12014 East Colonial Drive,
Orlando 32826

Student Disability Services
To UCF Students
Have a Disability?
Contact Student Disability Services
407 823-2371

D'ANGELO
And

The University of Central Florida CARD
A Great Meal Combo!

•

$750
lx1 Spacious Apartment in Tuskawilla.

Includes WID, 24 hr fitness center, pa
· garages available. Only $150 deposit, 6*~
4

As a leading regional sandwich shop, we strive i:o
provide a great dining experience for our gu~sts!

W::<t.

~Ai&m

·•

Now its easier to get that great meal using the
UCF Card for your food purchase
at our shop!

•

From the high quality of food to our enthusiastic Team
Members , we take pride in the service we give everyone
who visits this premier restaurant chain.

Hope to see you at our Sandwich Shop!

Fantastic Price ·C uts

•

I
CALL US N9WTO START SAVING! 407-647-7733

•
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. Get $20 FREE
·FlexBucks & · .
entertow·n an iPod
.
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Eat. Sleep. St , d

'

A Pining Membership makes your life easier.!

By being one of the first 200 .
to sign up for a SummerB Dining Membership. .
I

(Mealsare~attheMa~
ResidentiatDiningMembership

/

. Kliights Plan.........., .............,~•.- ••-.•~....~""·"'·······"·"········""····$700.99

UCF S

DINING

.

!BRVICES

Signing up is easy at: ·

Most Popular! Gives flexibility so you can dine at the Marketptace
as frequently as you want(UnUmitedl lncludes$100 F1ex8ucl(s_
Price per meal: $4.09 +tax.. Based on 23 meals/week.

Any 15 Memberstlip.•.-.~······.·-··..........................$595.99
1nctudes1smeats/weekand$125FtexBucks..
Averag~ 2-3 meals a day.. Price per meal: $4.91 +tax..

Any.10 Membersltip..............- ................;_••••••••_.$491.99.
Includes 10 meaWweekaod $50 FtexBucks..
AVerages 1-2meals a day. Price per meat~ $5.35 +tax.

Commtiter Dining Membership
, BIOCk 50~...............·-····-···············-··········-······~-•.$381.99
Jnclodes 50 meats/semeste.r and $50 flex8ud<s:.
. A!terages 3 meals a week. Prk'.e per me.at: $6.23 +tax.
.
.
\.

,

'

..,. . .,,~...,~.....$219.'99

Block 25••.,.,..~ ....~ . .., ....,.,,__. ___, ,••• _. . _._~--~·,#-~---,..#'

lnctudes25 meals/semes.terand $50~
Price per meal: $6-38 +tax
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Sick? Hurt?

Keep current with headlines you may have missed

IM A2

We're open every day.

operty tax reform rescheduled
rspeaal June legislative session

t TALLAHASSEE Gov.
.tbarlie Crist insisted throughC1t Florida's 2007 legislative
~ssion that local property
'.xes must "drop like a rock."
t When the 60-day session
>ided Friday without a tax cut,
~nate President Ken Pruitt
lmded Crist a gray rock about
~e size and shape, appropri:ely enough, of a goose egg
lscribed · with the word
t>atience."
: Crist and Florida taxpayers
lin have to wait for lower lid possibly fairer - property
bees until a special session .
me .12-22 because lawmakers
~ere unable to resolve the
ieer complexity of their top
·s ue or overcome their own
bilosqphical differences.
"To solve that many moving
arts and do it right takes more
me," said Rep. Dean Cannon,
Wmter Park Republican who
~d the House's property ~
egotiating team. "I think peole ought to, be encouraged
iat we're going to take our
me and get it right."
Crist endorsed the decision.
"It's very complicated stuff, ·
really is, and you don't want
> suffer from, the unintended
onsequences,'' he said.
Florida's tax system has
een compared to a balloon.
queeze it in one place and
nother part bulges.
As complex as it is, though,
twmakers still might have
een able .to agree on someling if the House and Senate
ad not been so far apart in
ieir basic approaches. ·
-ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Injuries and illnesses can happen anyt ime, requiring a doctor's care right away. Solantic is
open every day of the year, providing prompt,
professional and friendly medical attention.
•Treatment for illnesses and injuries
• Onsite X-rays, lab tests and immunizations
• Physicals for school. sports or work

LOS ANGELES - A dozen
ollege
presidents
have
ledged to boycott a key comonent of the U.S. News &
Vorld Report college rankings
ecause they say the .popular
mkings mislead prospective
tudents
and
encourage
amesnianship.
The presidents, includinp
>ouglas Bennett of Earlham
:ollege in Richmond, Ind., and
olleagues at a range of mostly
maller institutions, outlined
1eir complaints in a letter
ated Saturday to colleagues at
ther schools. .
The letter says the dozen
olleges have pledged to stop
illing out the part of the survey
1 which colleges rate each
·t her, which accounts for 25
ercent of a college's ranking.
lie colleges say they also will
,o longer use the rankings in
ileir own promotions and ask
·t her schools to do the same.
The letter is the latest step
1 a growing movement led by
.loyd Thacker, a veteran of the
dmissions field, who has startd an organization dedicated to
oning down the competition
1 the admissions process.
Many colleges say they dislke the rankings and some
lready refuse to fill out that
1ortion of the survey, but the
~tter represents what Thacker
L
opes will be the front end of a
videspread movement. He is
obbying other colleges to sign
1n, and the topic will be on the
genda at a meeting of promitent liberal arts colleges next
nonth.
"Other colleges are ready to
Din," said Thacker, who said
tis group will also work with
:olleges to develop alternatives ·
o the rankings. "I'm very
J

~ncouraged."

Robert Morse, research
lirector for the magazine, did
tot immediately respond to a
nessage seeking comment. But
nagazine officials have said
hat, while some college offi:ials already decline to rank
:ach other in the survey, the
esponse rate is more than
:nough to make the survey

ralid.

Much of the other informaion used in the rankings is
mblicly available.
Also signing the letter were
he presidents of 10 other col- .
eges across the Southwest.
~ost were smaller c9lleges.

m

Come see us for the care you need to feel bette r now.
HADI MIZBAN I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Residents gather at the scene of a car bomb blast in Baghdad, Iraq, Sunday. Acar bomber
ripped through a commercial district killing at least 27 p~ople and wounding dozens.

Car bomb in western Baghdad
kills 30 amid growing violence
BAGHDAD - A car bomb
ripped through a wholesale
food market in western Baghdad on Sunday, flattening cars
and shops and killing at least
27 people in one of the deadliest attacks in the capital in
recent days.
The attack came amid an llweek-old crackdown by U.S._led forces intended to bring
stability to Baghdad.
The blast, which erupted
about noon in the mixed
Sunni-Shiite Baiyaa neighborhood, devastated th~ market,
reducing cars and trucks to
their 'charred skeletons and
ripping the roofs and exteriors
off of shops. In addition to the
dead, dozens of others were
injured.
Pools of blood gathered in
the dirt streets. Hospital officials said two pickup trucks
filled with body parts were
brought to the morgue.
"I was waiting near a shop
to lift some boxes, when I saw
the owner of the shop fall
down," said Satar Hussein, 22,
a worker in the market. "I
helped him inside the shop,
but he was already dead. The
next thing I felt was pain in my
left shoulder and some people
rushing me to the hospital."

Workers resume searching for
tornado survivors in leveled town

welve college presidents protest
le college ranking system ,

I

•

time for the community to
recover,'' Bush said Sunday,
referring to Greensburg, after
attending a morning service at
a church in Washington. '~d
so we'll help in any way we
can."
"There's a certain spirit in
the Midwest t>f our country, a
pioneer spirit 'that still exists,
and I'm confident this community'will be rebuilt,'' Bush
said.

Easj: Colonial
inside Wal-Mart Supercenter
I 1250 E Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
321-354-0112

' }J
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Great care. Fast and fair.

Kenyan airport officials find signs
of lost fligllt with 114 passengers
LOLODORF, Cameroon Signs have been found of a ·
Kenya-bound flight that
crashed in Cameroon with ll4
people on board; an· aviation
official said Sunday.
Thomas Sobakam, chief of
meteorology for the Doula airport from where the flight
took off, refused to describe
the signs, but said they were
not pieces ·of wreckage. He
said a state radio report that
the cras4 site had been located
was premature. He refused
further comment, stressing
the search for the plane's
wreckage continued.
Michael
Okwiri,
spokesman for Kenya Airways, said officials in Kenya
had also received reports the
plane had been found, but
could not confirm them.
"We have the SFlffie information that the <;rash site has
been located 180 kilometers
(about 100 miles) from
Douala,'' he said. "We have
people on the ground and
there appears to be conflicting
information."

GREENSBURG, Kan. The eerie beeping of batteryoperated fire alarms buried
beneath mounds of ·debris
punctured the silence that fell
over this community as hundreds of rescue workers
pulled out of town. News of Japan promises $2.1 billipn to ,
another approaching storm combat global warming
KYOTO, Japan - ·Japan
brought an uneasy quiet Saturday night as emergency crem; pledged up to $2.1 billion in aid
called off the search for more Sunday to the Asian Develop· victims of a tornado that killed ment Bank to combat global
at least eight people and dev- climate change and promote
astated this southwest Kansas greener investment in the
region.
farming town a day earlier.
The money is part of a new
The National Weather Service said it had received · initiative rolled out by Tokyo
reports ''well into the double to support development amid
digits" of twisters touching increasing concern th3.t Asia's
down in six southwest Kansas breakneck economic growth
counties. Numerous torna- is leaving the environment in
does were reported from tatters. It comes just days after
South Dakota south into Okla- a breakthrough agreement in
homa as forecasters scram- Thailand set the world's first
bled to keep issuing warnings. roadmap for fighting global
.President Bush declared warming.
Under Japan's push, Tokyo
parts of Kansas a disaster area,
freeing up federal money to will grailt $100 million to set
up two special funds aimed at
aid in recovery.
"We need support,'' said environmental friendly ecoGreensburg Administrator nomic development and
Steve Hewitt. "We want every- investment. It will also provide
body to know this is a huge up to $2 billion in loans to the
Asian Development Bank over
catastrophe."
· At least eight people have the next five years to further
died in the Greensburg area. promote regional investment.
"Climate change is an
Fridays weather was blamed
for nine deaths in the region, a imminent challenge,'' Japanese
number authorities · feared Finance Minister· Koji Omi
could rise even before the lat- said while announcing the
est twisters. All its residents plan at the ADB's annual
meeting in Kyoto.
have been evacuated.
"It's going to take a long
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3X2 available now
in Wmter Springs
1300 sq. ft., WID included, pool~,
fitness center, sauna, and a professi :',
staff to assist you.
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Start your prep
at school, take .it
home with yOu.
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Prep Anywhere
There is never a penalty for taking your Kaplan class to a different
city. Study at one of our over 160 Centers across the country .or in
the comfort of your home. Kap tan has the prep for you.

Don't procrastinate, sign up today!

~APLA!j_).

Higher test scores guaranteed
or your money back:·

1-800-KAP-TEST

I

••..,.
. 1 · ::1

~\

TEST PREP AND
ADMISSIONS

kaptest.cotn.
'

•Test names aro regis tered 1radQma1ks of tnoir resl)Cdlv& owners. • ·conditions aod restricllons apply. Fon:omple~ gullr.lnree elig'ibitit)I reQulrements.. visit kaptes.t.conVhsg The Higher Score Guarant ee opphes. only
so K opldn ct>urMs t akeri 'a!Xt comple~ within the United Statas, Ptleno Rico, Conado, Mrock:o. the United Kingdom, and Ftonce.
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nooo Collegiate wav
401-111-1&1&

11651 UniversilV Boulevard

www.morriott.com/mcoce

www.residenceinn.com/mcore

401-513-9000

11801 High Tech Avenue

.,

401-243-6100
www.morriott.com/mcots
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• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
•·Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Doily

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Coble with Showtime

l

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area

?,

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• Doily Housekeeping Service

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

It

1
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~
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• Limited Maid Service
• Pet Friendly

i•

• High Speed Internet Access

~

~

• High Speed Internet Access

.

..~

Call 407-62:~·6,9 y~:~; §~""
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Graduates get ready to leave
school, find jobs or just relax
FROM A1

FROM A1

GREGORYTERRITO I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Top: Nobel Prize winner Charles Hard Townes speaks to students. Above: Townes, right, .
shakes hands with President John Hitt.Townes received an honoray Ph.D. at the ceremony.

left straight for the airport for a
celebratory · trip to Europe.
When O'Neill, 22, returns, he'll
be attending grad school at
UCF for structural and geot- .
echnical engineering.
Two sisters, · seven years
apart in age, graduated together
from nearly the same program
at the ceremony. Michele Mellor, 28, received her master's
degree in hospitality management, while her younger sister
Paulette completed her bachelor's degree.
·

Michele said one of her
favorite memories from her
graduate school experience
was listening to her sister tell
their father that she WaS taking
a class about beer and wine.
"It costs the same as taking
English, Dad!" Paulette had
said
The class evidently paid off
because Paulette has a job at
the Portofino Bay Hotel, and
her sister is the entertainment
coordinator for design and production at Universal Studios.

don't have the mindset to g!'!t
involved at UCF, and there
really is no reaching out to
them," Aponte said. He said
that that's why he became a
peer mentor, to help transfer
students become involved
through clubs like Transfer ·
Knights.
Transfer Knights, which
started in January, was created
to help transfer students
become accustomed to UCF.
The club is intended to help
students become familiar with
campus and show them the
many services provided by
UCF. The club holds events
such as a scavenger hunt that
has students lobk for items
around campus such as free
Scantrons from the Student
Government Association.
"We are llke the middle
man," Garhammer said. 'We're
just trying to get them to
where they need to be."

Education Director
Non-profit organization seeks
student that is an organized
self-starter, eager to learn,
able to oversee projects,
prepare written materials,
present community based
programming, and join our
committed team.
Benefits include a competitive.
salary ($32,000), medical,
dental and vision insurance,
as well as a retirement plan.

7•
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UCF TEST PREP COURSES

Getting into Graduate school is stressful, and we know the entrance
exam may scare you. With UCF TEST PREP you can rest assured
that you will be prepared come test day. We prepare you for a higher
score on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MCAT, PCAT, DAT or SAT .. . at a
lower price. In fact our price is less than one-third of what you'll pay
with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for the big
exam is smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter. Call us at
407.882.TEST or register online at www.testprep.ucf.edu .

Garhammer said that she
was able to live on campus
' showing that the class work because she transferred as a
done is equal to what's done in sophomore, but because most
the UCF course can help stu- transfers are juniors, they
~ dents get their credits transcan't. UCF Housing reserves
ferred successfully.
on-campus residences for
"This problem happens all first-year students.
the time with out-of-state and
Garhammer said that it's
· ,, private universities," Petit said hard for transfer students to
Alexis Garhammer, an get involved because most
event management major and events are directed toward
a peer mentor, said she was freshmen. She said that only
fortunate to not have problems freshmen are considered "new
transferring credits when she . students," and that is why
.transferred from Florida transferring students miss out
~ Atlantic University.
on on-campus events.
"I always lmew I was comGerardo Aponte, a liberal
ing here, so I made sure to studies major and peer mentor
check the UCF catalog and who transferred from Indian
take the right classes," River Community College,
Garhammer said
said that when he started, lfe
She said one of the prob- only went to class and was
lems she has noticed when unaware of the clubs and
., helping students is trying to organizations UCF had to
get them involved when most offer.
of them live off campus.
"[Transfer students] really

"'

BRINGING UCF TO YOU

RELAXED. RESTED. REASSURED.

Transfers troubled by change

>')

EDUCATION

six

was the fifth in a series of
graduation ceremonies and featured Nobel Prize winner
J Charles Hard Townes. Townes
won the prestigious prize for
physics in 1964. He is lmown as
one of the founding fathers of
i
the laser.
Townes, 91, received an honorary doctoral degree at the
) commencement and spoke to
the graduates about being successful in the field of physics as
well as life.
1
"Don't follow the gang,'' he .
• \ _ said. "Do what you think is
. ~.. right."
··
Townes encouraged the
J
graduates to learn all they can
and then -do what they think is
most interesting. He added that ·
having many friends in the field
" is also helpful
"You're all lucky to be here
and be graduating,'' he said
Townes,
UCF President
John Hitt and Provost Terry
Hickey wished the class much
success and luck in the 6.t.ture.
·"Ifyou've taken advantage of
all the opportunities UCF bas
to offer, then you're now ready
for the new opportunities out
) there,'' Hitt said
Foriner Student Body President Mark White, who graduat) ed from the College of Engineering ~t the ceremony,
empathized with the former
students in realizing that the
> real world was closer than he
thought. He encouraged his
classmates to constantly try to
improve themselves in all
~ aspects of their lives.
"Let yourself be under construction forever,'' White said
Alter the traditional singing
ofthe UCF alma mater, the new
graduates and their families
exited the Arena to the sound
~ of bagpipes.
Daniel Stuhr, 24, received his
bachelor's degree in aerospace
engineering at the ceremony
and is debating between two
post-graduation jobs. He could
either work with space technol~ ogy in California or with flight
simulators in Tampa.
A graduate of civil, engineering, Irish-born Kevin O'Neill

.')

CONTINUING

Smarter Test Prep.
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UCF

Candidate must have own
transportation, flexibility to
travel and able to move, lift,
pack and unpack boxes.
Fax resume to:
(407) 865-6103 or
E-mail to:
lmlerson@gamblinghelp.org
\
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ave spelunking helps to bond the group in the dark
12 others who seem to be
· g the same emotions. To
surprise, only three of the
lorers are men.
eren't boys renowned for
~ love of rolling in the mud
1 playing with creepy crawly
ects? Didn't men pride themves on being resourceful. creng fire and preparing food
h only the simplest supplies?
I speak with Megan Stark, a
~k-haired organic-foqds afi1nado, about why she, as · a
man, came on the trip.
"Hard to find girls to go
nping with," Stark said. ''All
·friends just want to hang out
he beach."
While I can't say that hanging
: at the beach sounded like a
rrible idea, hiking through
orgian hills certainly got my

sures me the mountain biking
won't kill my ass; more than half
of that excursion will be down-

hill
The six-year couple travels
regularly, and once they rode a
30-mile biking stint in Hawaii
A fan blowing frigid air helps
keep me awake for most ofthe llhour drive across the Florida
Turnpike. Tatum introduces a
car game he picked up during
Bible school trips, which
involves finding on billboards, in
alphabetical order, words that
start with the appropriate letter
of the alphabet
·~ead!"

"Blly or sell your timeshare!"
"Citrus Center!"
, The game seems easy until
we get to X. by which time we
hope for ads for sleezy discount
stops. We never found X
1p.m.,sixhomsand30
. minutes into the road trip

~tion.

0 a.m., the trip begim
We are driving through what
might be leftover smoke from
last week's Georgia wildfire. I
can tell we're out of Florida solely by the fact that my ears are
popping every five minutes or so.
Thick trees line the highway
on both sides. For all w~ know,
there is nothing beyond those
trees. All that exists is us, the
road and our destination.

I hopped into ye trusty ol'
iagmire and met 20-year-old
rl Daniel, a junior majoring in
>rts and fitness, who said this
iuld be her third trip with Outor Adventure. In December,
~ took her first snowboarding
' with Outdoor Adventure in
lorado.
"Where else can you go to do
this for $375," Daniel said
Trip Leader Emily Kraus- 6p.m.,11hoursand30
minutes into the road trip
IIID takes the first driving shift
Qµaqmire as another trip
We finally arrive at our caving
.der, Celena Daniels, catches
on her sleep. Hardly an hour · destination, Raccoon Mountain
in Chattanooga, Tenn.
;ses before there is speculation
)Ut how our adventure resemWe pull into a roundabout as
:s the MTV reality shows Real three girls in mud-slicked jeans
walk by us. Krausmann points
)rld and Rood Rules.
1bankfully, it isn't the ''real" out, "That's going to be us
ng, sparing our outdoor tonight!"
After collecting only the bare
venture the token drunk.
Dave Sindler, 29, reveals that necessities for the night - a
actually auditioned 'for the sleeping bag and pad, a tarp, a
al World when he lived in Tal- change of clothes and clean
i.assee, without ever having drinking water - we stuff them
into Raccoon Mountain-issued
~theshow.
Kelly Blaikie and John Tatum duffel bags, which look like they
came straight from Army sur~ the only couple traveling
th us, and they sit behind me. plus. We share our first meal
illde, a nursing major in her together: spaghetti and meatrd year, is swaddled in a wind balls.
We meet our two curly~aker as she earnestly reas-

haired guides, and we step into a

corridor with racks of mining
helmets and headlamps. I'm
tempted to begin whistling a
song from Snow White and the
Seven Dwarves.
Either that, or exclaim, "My
precious!"
Nogueira and I sit on the floor
to put on some volleyball-style
kneepads. The floors are filthy
with clay soil, but no matter,
because we'll be unrecognizable
by morning.
Once we're in the cave, I lose
all track of time. The air inside is
a chilly 60 degrees at most Made
entirely of limestone, the various
formations around me are a
direct result of water erosion.
Before dropping offour duffel
bags at our sleeping site, we spot
a sleeping bat that could have
easily fit into the palm my hand
We begin with a fairly simple
walk, but the walk morphs into a
hands-and-knees crawl, event,ually leading to a belly crawl
where we could only use our
toes and our arms to squeeze our
way through spaces as little as ll
inches. One of our own actually
lost her pants down to her ankles
during this exer~ise.
I regret not wearing long
sleeves, but it's a blast to get
elbows deep in claY, Save for the
sound of our echoing laughter,
the silence of the caves seems to
extend forever. Room after room,
chamber after chamber, we faithfully follow our guides as far as
200 feet below ground and occasionally pause to gaze in awe at
the remarkable stalagtites and
stalagmites.
There are numerous slides,
twists, turns, cliffs and bridges, .
which necessitate using each
fiber of every muscle to complete a task and reach the other
side. Each formation poses a new
challenge to each of us ...:.. some
more than others.
Celena Buskirk, 32, said,
before we arrived, that though
she is no stranger to spelunking,
. she is claustrophobic. Somehow,
she still demanded to be in that
cave along with us. Buskirk took
the long way around with a
guide, avoiding the first few tight
spaces, but decid~ to try some-
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WHERE THEY ARE HEADING
FridaYJ May 4
Ra(coon Mountain Caverns,Jenn.
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thing called the 4S4:ent Squeeze,
one of the smaller holes in the
cave.
We likened the maneuver to
the birth of a live, fully-grown
human as chants of''push, push!"
seemed to aid the effort
Buskirk completed the task
with no problem, and we were
right there on the other side to
cheer her on. Buskirk said she
felt comfortable in the cave and
the relatively shorter length of
the passage.
·
In a way, this reflected what
she s;rld earlier this morning
before we left Orlando: the Out. door Adventure road trip was
not just a fun time but a project
We are not only encouraged, but
expected to test our physical and
mental boundaries each day.
Buskirk accomplished just
that
At the end of the first day, I am

enthralled by how everyone
stuck together and constantly
warned those behind them if a
particularly deep puddle or a
slippery rock lay ahead I enjoyed
a few boosts up if I couldn't fmd
my footing, and I tried my best to
do the same for others. Each time
the last person arrived safely, life
felt like a middle school slumber
party all over again, only with
mud-caked sneakers in place of
feathery, neon slippers.
Experiencing the same physical challenges as we did in that
cave bonded us like nothing else
could
Sleeping in the cave that
night, however, was a challenge I
feel I could have gone without
Finding a spot offlat terrain to
sleep on is tough enough, and
staying away from water dripping from the ceiling is downright impossible. Howev~r. by

(;

"

midnight, all the giggling, cheering, climbing and crawling wore
me out enough that I didn't care
ifI woke up with a soaked pillow.
To prepare a semi-comfortable Sleeping space in the company of bats and salamanders on
a mattress of limestone, perform
the following in order:
1) Lay out plastic tarp.
2) Dust off and unroll sleeping pad
3) Re-adjust headlamp as
needed.
4) Use one knee to pin sleeping pad and reach to sleeping
bag. Use caution in keeping
muddy shoes off tarp and
clothes.
5) Resort to belly crawling if
sleeping pad rolls up again.
While sprawled across four corners of the tarp, utilize teeth to
position pillow for maximum
comfort
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Are you eligible for
an Avid scholarship?
(\

If your school is an Avid Academic

Partner, you can apply for a scholarship
worth up to $5,000usD toward your degree
in a qualified media arts program; project
expenses; or Avid products and training.

Apply before June 1, 2007 to be
eligible for the 2007 /2008 academic
Miguel Alonso, Jr.
Miami
Electrical
Engineering

year. To learn more about the

Douglas Houghton
New York
Nursing

Megan Bottega/
North Carolina
Forensic Chemistry

Sdira Babu John
India
International MBA

Charlie Emerson
Connecticut
Post Professional
Athletic Training/
Sports Medicine

,.,

program and to see if your school
is an Avid Academic Partner, visit

(

www.avid.com/aap
<

Avid.

'

C> 2007 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Product features, specifications, system requirements, and availability a re subject to change without notice.
Promotions and discounts are subject to availability and change without notice. AH prices are U.S. dollars for the U.S. and Canada only and are subject to

change without notice. Contact your locat Avid office or reseller for prices outside of the U.S. and Can~da. A vid i~ a registered ~ademark. of Avid Technology,
Inc. o r its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries. All other tredemarks contained harem are the property of their respective owners.
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Saturday, August 4, 2007: Times & Ticket Inf()rmation
GUES'E TIC~TS
.
.
.,
Each candidate.who p.arti.cipates Co.mmencyment ex~rc.ises ~ilI t~ceive up to ·
the ~~ount of tickets md1cated, accordmg to t~e following schedule (based on the
maxi:qmm se'a,ting cap~city and number o£particip~nts ~teach ceremony). . m
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FREE LEGAL SERVICES

STUDENT

L E G A L
IIIII

IIIII

SERVICES

MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!
Losing your security deposit or being overcharged for damages at rentals
around UCF is quite common. Here are s steps to help secure your chance
of getting some or a~l of your deposit back and not being overcharged when
you move out:
../ READ THE LEASE!
o Look al: your lease carefully. Most state that you must inspect the
unit at the time of move-in. If there is a deadline for giving a list
of problems back to the landlord, make sure you get it back to the
landlord by the -deadline~
··
../ INSPECT EVERYTHING!
, o The landlord may provide you with a move-in inspection sheet. ·
If not, make your own list, stating existing problems within
each room of the unit. Be very ·specific - note everything major
and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, condition of mattress,
furniture, walls, blinds, countertops, EVERITHING!

../ MAKE A COPY!
o Be sure to make a copy of the completed inspection sheet

BEFORE giving it back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place
during the duration of your lease.
../ TAKE PICTURES!
o To further.protect yourself from being charged for damages
' existing when you move in, take photos of all common areas,
your room, and bathroom. Photograph any current problems
with the condition of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, and the
lawn/landscape (if you are -responsible for lawn.upkeep). Take
more pictures when you move out Print the photos with dates!
../ INCREASE YOUR CHANCES!
o By taking these steps, you should riot be charged for pre-existing
damage when you move out. And you will be able to prove which
damages were there at the time you moved in, if the damages
. claimed against your deposit are disputed.

www.·stulegal.sdes.u·c f.edu
•·

If you have any quest ions or problems with your k<1Sl', ca 11 407-8:2;~-'.2!)38 to set up

;111

appointment. or visit Student

ResOllJ'('P

Center room

\\'l' ass ist with selected areas of law, inlcuding landlord/tenant, consumer, criminal, traffic, & more. Qu~1lified students can reeiew free
F1111d«cl hy 1kli1·ity S: Sen•ic<' f .'« c throuyh the Student <:over11mc11/. \ssociutiun

1!)!) Monday - Friday 8a 111-.spm.
consultation & representation.

CC>l1grcitul~tions!.

. .

. ..
You finally got that BaC!helot's.· Degr.ee:.... ·:
· now what? ·
.. ·· ·
,.
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Webster

'
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UNIVERSITY

·No GMAT/GRE
• Small Classes
· ·Nine Week Terms
·Classes-Meet Once Per Week
· ·AH Evening or Online ClassBs
·Faculty with Real World Experience

WORLDWIDE

.·

North Orlando· 407-869-8111
South Orlando· 407~345-1139
1-888-302-8111
www.websterorlando.com .
, E-mail: orlando@webster.edu ·
i
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~8,000 birthday suits
.
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Or photo shoot in Mex.
1MEXICO CITY - More
m 18,000 people stripped
wn and bared it all in MexiCity's vast maµi square Suny for U.S. photographer
encer Tunick's biggest nude
ootyet.
Standing up to salute,
)Uching in fetal positions
d lying prone on the tiles of
e Zocalo plaza, the volun!rs formed a sea of flesh that
lllick snapped from balnies and a small crane in the
)ming light.
"What a moment for the
exican art scene!" Tunick
id in a news conference. "I
ink all eyes are looking south
>m the United Sates ~o MexiCity to see how a country
n be free and treat the naked
idy as art. Not as pomogra1y or as a crime, but with hapness and caring."
The Brooklyn, NY., artist
s become famous for photoaphing thousands of naked

•

CLAUDIO CRUZ I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Thousands of naked people lie on the ground at Mexico City's main Zocalo plaza during the
massive naked photo session with U.~. photographer Spencer Tunick early Sunday.

people in public settings
worldwide, from London and
Vienna to Buenos Aires and
Buffalo.
But the Mexico City shoot

dwarfed all others. Previously
his best'tumout had been 7,000
models in Barcelona in 2003.

Associated Press

CLEVELAND
Sen.
illary Rodham Clinton said
tturday President Bush has
it education funding so much
at some schools are cutting
:ograms such as art, mµsic
tddance.
If elected president, the
ew York Democrat said she
ould work to revise the 2002
o Child Left Behind Act.
''Yes, I believe in accountality," Clinton told a crowd of
>out 300 at John Hay High
:hool, part of a struggling
:hool district in what U.S.
ensus Bureau considers to be
.e nation's poorest big city.
"But one of the saddest
rrts about what's happening
ith No Child Left Behind is

that schools are cutting so
much in their curricula
because they are trying to keep
up with defnands in unfunded
mandates."
It was Clinton's second stop
in Ohio, where earlier in the
day she delivered the com.mencement speech at Wilber. force University, a small, historically black school, and
urged them to remain optimistic about their ability to
fight injustice and change society for the better.
"Don't let anyone wear you
down to the point where you
believe it is not worth trying to
change your society any
longer," she told about 4,000
people and a graduating class
of 225 at the private college
near Dayton that traces its
roots back to 1856.

le~

University of

Central
Florida

- ASSOCIAT.ED PRESS

:;Hnton well received in Ohio·
M.R.KROPKO

..

"Journeys that led to the
abolition of slavery still call us
to finish the march to justice,"
she said.
The crowd gave a warm
reception to Clinton, and broke
into applause several times
during a 25-minute speech in
which she largely avoided the
hot-button campaign issues,
like the war in Iraq.
Clinton' attended a private
fundraiser later in the evening
at the Intercontinental Hotel in
Cleveland where tickets
ranged from $100 to $2,300.
She is scheduled to return to
Ohio next Friday as the
keynote speaker for the annual
Ohio Democratic Party dinner.
Only two Democrats since
1900 have won the presidency
without carrying Ohio and no
Republican has done so.

Going hotne for -the s.u intner?
It's not too late to register for summer classes at USF Sarasota-Manatee!

USF Sarasota-Manatee offers summer
coursewor.k in Geographic Information Systems,
Hospitality, Social Work, Business, Education,
Graduate courses, and more!

Summer classes begin
May 14, so register today!
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For more information, call us toll-free at
(877) 411-4USF (4873). Or, send an e-mail to info@sar.usf.edu.

Etymology: New·Latin psychologia,
from psych- + -logia -logy.
1
The science of mind and behavior.

Start the New Year
with a first-cla s
catiqn in Esychology

•

Join us at Carlos Albizu University
CAU is fully accredited by the Middle
States Commission of Higher-Education

Exciting and challenging programs in:
... Bachelor of Science in Psychology
... Master of Science in Psychology
Mental Health, Marriage and Family Therapy
and School Counseling.

Master of Science in Industrial
Organizational Psychology

I·

Program ranked #3 in the nation .

... Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D.) in
Clinical Psychology
Accredited by the American Psychological
Association (APA).

DESIGNER LEATHER FURNITURE PACKAGE.

NOW LEISING FOR Flll.20011
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Personalized attention, small class settings
and flexible schedules are just a few of the
great assets that CAU bas to offer.

Inquire about our other undergracfual'e
and graduate programs in:

Education and
Business Administration

Call Now
or visit our Website!
1· 888 · GO · TO CAU
(46 . 86

•

228)

l

www.mia.albizu.edu

•

2173 NW 99 Avenue. Miami, FL 33172 .
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UCF should·have
disclosed AK-47

A

pparently, mum's the
word when it comes to
'
safety at UCF.
For those not in the know, on
April 27, the Future's main story
was about a man arrested at
"'u cF-affiliated housing possessing an AK-47 and a Smith and
Wesson six-shooter in his car
ron April 21.
Did you catch that? The
story was six days old by the
time it was published, but we
l\veren't the only ones in the
dark. .
Other news organizations
,p.i~'t hear about th~ arrest
until four days after it occurred,
getting their information mostly
from rumors spreading around
,: ampus about a gunman at
Pegasus Pointe.
The Future heard about the
incident through an anonymous
'taller.
UCF police were dispatched
to arrest a man they had already
.~aptured after a news broadcast
aired about a possible gunman,
and things didn't get much better from there. The UCF Police
Department spent the day
enduring a media tongue lashing for not informing the public
of the arrest of Jonathan
'Andrew Taylor.
We woulcJ. pity UCFPD if
their suffering in this case wasJl't, to a large extent, self-inflicted.
The university's point of
view is that there was no need
to tell students and faculty of
Taylor's arrest, and they maintain that they did not violate the
Jeanne Clery Act, which makes
it the responsibility of a university to make timely reports of
threats on campus.
·
• Tiue .enough. There was no
evidence to prove that Taylor
posed an ongoing thre::tt to the

UCF community, and under the this would be a point of pride
Clery Act, the university had no for most communities, but the
responsibility to inform stutruth is that Taylor is PR poison
dents of the arrest.
for a university obsessed with
its image.
But we feel the administration is missing the point.
Promises of a medical school
In light of the tragedy at Vir- and football stadium lead us to
ginia Tech, and the controversy dreamingthatwearema~cally
over the lack of communication suspended beyond the darker
between administration and
things in the world, and the
faculty and students following
administration seems hell-bent
the first shooting, it is inconon ensuring that we stay ~leep,
relegating disturbing informaceivable that UCF would fail to
tion like Taylor to a need-toinform students of Taylor's
arrest.
.
know basis.
But students and faculty, as
What is worse is that they
would allow the story to fall
well as their friends and family,
into the realm of rumor and
deserve to be informed of dangerous individuals lurking
gossip to the point that people
actually feared that a gunman
around campus. We need to
was loose.
know of the efforts being done
to keep us safe.
Taylor visited UCF once
Most importantly, the story
befor~ with a .38 Cobra handgun tucked into his pants, yet
should not have fallen prey to
officials insist that Taylor wasrumor's exaggerating effects.
Officials said they didn't want
n't a threat.
It is impossible to say what
to cause a panic, but that's
Taylor did or did not plan to do exactly what happened.
with an AK-47 and a revolver,
Do we need to know of
but it's doubtful that he
every arrest on or off campus?
required such firepower to fmd Of course not. What does it
a parking space.
matter to the UCF community
We congratulate UCFPD,
if some freshman gets busted
especially the efforts of Sgt.
for underage drinking? All we
Woody Furnas, who recognized · ask is that the university uses a
Taylor from prior arrests.
little common sense when
We only wish that UCFPD
deciding what stories to tell and
and News and Information
which to keep quiet.
shared our feelings, as.they
We also could do with some
seem more interested in pre· more cooperation between
senting a false front than in
UCFPD and Ne'Ws and Informainforming students and faculty
tion to get the word out and
of the fme job police did to
present the best information on
remove a possible threat from
the univ~rsity possible.
campus.
When a man is arrested with
While it's understandable
-an AK-47 five days after the VT
that officials would not want to
massacre, that's something that
cause a panic, we are confused
people need to know about.
as to what's so terrifying about
It is important that we
a preemptive and effective
receive the truth of what hapmove against a potentially danpens at our university. We
gerous individual. Normally,
deserve that much. '

Democrats' Iraq
bill just for show
.

H

and wish to see the conflict
onestly, who didn't see
this one coming? On
quickly ended, but this type of
May 1, Congress prelegislation is misguided.
sented the p;resident with a
Clearly this bill was never
$124 billion funding bill for the
meant to serve a purpose
beyond being a great middle
lraq war, which included a
timetable for an eventual troop finger waggled in the face of an
increasingly unpopular presipullout from Iraq.
dent, and as well-deserved as
According to the bill, if the
1raqi government, which is cur- this may be, it is clear that
'
. rently as secure as a deer in a
Congress needs a lesson in priwolf pack, fails to meet benchorities.
Bipartisan bickering has its
marks set forth in the bill,
American troops would start
place in American politics, but
leaving the war-battered counit should never come before
try as soon as July and no later the needs of men and women
serving on the front lines. By
~an October.
· President Bush promised to
denying, even for a moment,
the funds necessary to support
veto the bill for two months
American soldiers in Iraq,
before it reached his desk, yet
Democrats have done a disDemocrats continued to push
service to the very people they
the le~slation despite the fact
have vowed to see safely home.
that they lacked the votes to
Nor are the recent chides
~verride a Bush veto.
against the veto going to shame
Now that the dust has settled, and Congress moves on to a president whose approval
·rating hovers around 30 percraft new legislation that will
cent.
give American troops the
The president's actions in
resources they need to survive
this matter serve as no surin hostile territory, we are left
. prise. The war in Iraq is the
with one lingering question:
defining event of his presiden"What was the point of all this?
With cameras rolling, House cy; if it fails, he fails. If he considers victory even remotely
and Senate majority leaders
qroudly signed a bill they knew possible, why would he choose
retreat, and the inevitable desfiad no chance of survival. We
tiny of being forever known as
understand the opinions of
many congressional members . the president who led us into a
futile war?
who oppose the war in Iraq

..

.

We are not arguing whether
the war is right or wrong: that's
just the kind of overly broad
view that leads le~slators to
believe that campaigns and
politics are more important
than the needs of the individual soldier.
But here's an idea. Rather
than paying lip-service to constituents or performing prepresidential posturing for the
voters, why don't Democrats
do something really revolutionary and try to work with the
White House to end the war
rather than run repeatedly into
the same brick wall?
Let us pause for the ensuing
groan.
It is understandable to
believe the administration is
unbendable in its victory-atany-cost position, but Democrats cannot allow prejudice to
get in the way of meaningful
change in Iraq. With at least
3,360 American deaths' in this
conflict so far, and Iraq, itself,
facing the threat of civil war,
there is very little choice left.
The worst thing we can do
is nothing, and this bill
achieved just that.
If Congress must snub their
collective noses at the administration, they should do so on
their own time and not at the
soldiers' expense.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be
considered for publication, letters to the editor should not exceed
300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them on line at
www.CentralfloridaFuture.com 9r fax them to 407-447-4556.
Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

DON WRIGHT I PALM BEACH POST

Student work
brandsUCF
Times are a'changin'. Bob Dyla:n
that the finest UCF marketing team
knew it and now President John
could muster. the basics of what I
Hitt and UCF officials are singilig
saw in that center spread showed
the same tune. UCF isn't going to
me that UCF seems to be on the
be the same university in 10 years.
right track our own track.
In fact, there won't be a university
If UCF wants to create a name
for itself in the here and now, it canlike it in Florida.
The other day, I picked up a
not follow th!'! same course of matucopy of the News for Neighbors pubrity as its fellow Florida universilication the university sends to·
ties.
communities surro\J.nding UCF.
JENNIFER LARINO
Instead, UCF must rely on its
Staff Writer
The front page was nothing new; it
research and graduates, the base
was filled with general hoopla
elements of any university, to tie it
about the new buildings going up on campus to the community and form a relationship ·
and recent decisions by the Board of
that commands respect. We're letting the
'Ilustees. What struck me though was the
knowledge, the skills and the alacrity of UCF
students brand UCF. Or, at least, that's the
center spread of the modest newsletter:
''What is UCF's brand?"
plan.
It's odd to think that universities, especialUCF needs to expand and improve its academic sphere by not only offering a diverse
ly public ones, have a "brand," but the more
Gators stickers and Seminole signature plates · amount of areas of study, but also by graduatI see on the backs of cars, the more I realize
ing students who are the best at what they
what UCF has been missing out on.
do.
Sure we're a rather young university. FSU
This inevitably means more money needs
and UF both have over 100 years on us, but
to be spent on faculty and curriculum develwhy has it taken so long to make a name fot
opment for all majors. We are seeing this
ourselves? Why do seasoned Florida resiwith the new medical school being built at
dents who ask where I study need a little
Lake Nona; more funds are being poured into
the facility and its faculty to better support
background before they recognize the
an excellent curriculum.
acronym UCF?
This should be the case with every college
It seems as though UCF has tried to foliii the university. UCF is unique in that the
low the Florida public university growth
learners, teachers and thinkers here are
model: build a sports program that makes
unique; no other university has them. Money
people want to invest in your institution that
creates a legacy that sons and daughters of
needs to be invested in them.
· alumni can adhere to. There are few sources
As far as research goes, I'm sure the guys
of income more stable than that of a die-hard doing the incredible work are tired of being
in the background We need to team our
sports fan.
But UCF can't do that. This isn't a discred- resources and knowledge here at UCF with
it to the UCF sports program. We have many the doers out in the community.
If we have leading 'research on a drug, we
successful teams that glide, remorsefully, .
under the radar of public - and student need to team with those pharmaceutical
companies that can make that drug. They
attention (I love it when I hear someone
gasp, 'We have an ice hockey club?").
take care of business, and we do the rest.
With a booming economy here in OrlanIn a time where national championships
do, there is no reason why this can't happen.
are mounting in Gainesville, we can't comWith a new stadium, season and name,
pete. Maybe if research got national coverage
or an NCAA title we could, but you can't
UCF Knights football can move up the ranks,
pulling in money and a UCF ''brand" with its
have everything.
It is certainly not the case that other Flori- ascension. I'd rather not wait, though.
da public universities provide subpar
This sentence caught my eye at the end of
research. Yet when an institution is considthe section: "IfUCF does not defme itself, it
ered the best of the best in one area, it is
will be defmed by others."
assumed competent in the others.
Although a cliche marketing phrase, in
this case, it strikes true.
Although laid out in the flowery language

READER VIEWS

Queer studies program at UCF
could start wave of change
The University of Central Florida should
not just consider, but should immediately
be~ mapping out an implementation plan
for a well-funded queer studies program.
The April 25 article detailing the GLBSU's
Gay Awareness Week is evidence enough that
there is a burgeoning community on campus
that is ready to put visibility on the forefront
of undoing social stereotypes of identity constructions. The university should support this
by creating an atmosphere for demonstrating
on campus and should empower students by
offering the best academic resources.
Visibility is on the forefront of any social
change for oppressed people and the university's ability to foster academic development
has historically cultivated this tactic.
In the 1960s, a gro~p of studen~ and faculty of mixed ethnicity at San Francisco State
University organized a five-month strike and
won an African-American studies program.

The benefit that action had for the country
is tremendous. Along with African-American
studies programs spreading like wildfire in
the U.S., other ethnic studies programs such
as ~hicano studies and Asian-American studies popped up and allowed students and faculty to honestly describe their experiences .
and to deconstruct what and how power
structures asserted stereotypes onto their
communities. These programs also served as
a meeting ground to rationally chart change
for future generations, something that should
be a major concern of an educational institution in a free society.
UCF administrators are concerned with
providing their students the best possible education. A well-funded queer studies program
- and the expansion of other programs like
Women's Studies and similar programs could potentially be the envy of the nation and
could start a wave of change throughout the
country by undoing the forces that hope to
keep people divided
- PATRICK DECARLO
STUDENTS FOR ADEMOCRATIC SOCIETY
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and Pokemon, are the two majn categories ofthe Japanese su.Pculture represented at JACON.Anime TV show
' concepts often start out as mangas.
Japanese animation ~-many decked out inhom~ · About ·4 0 percent of convention attendees came to
made character costum¢s, flocked this p~ weekend to the event , in handmade costume~ depicting their
· JACON, the Japanese.Ariimation Convention,;m Orlan- . favorite character.
·. , .
do event .that celebn!'tes anim~ mang~{ and· other ·
Mally Were dressed as characters from the TV show
.aspects ofJap~ su~~ , . '.. ·: ·. . «. Naruto, a Japanese program that :p:iade its debut on CarThe conventiontookp~ at the ;rntematiQruil Plaza· ' toon Network this~ Another popular show for~
Resort and Spa from May M>. Attendees enjoyed a 24- tumes .was Bleach, another .new-to-the-U.S. show on
hour video gaming room, and were able to buy fig- Cartoon Network
urines, poste.r s, shirts and even sciuhdtracks ,t otheir
Convention chairman Kenneth Nabbe said the <;:rafavorite TV shows. ·
, · , ,.
..
ziest costumes he .s aw were a group wearing head-to-.
JACONeventsincludedindustrypap.el~ions, · foe animal costumes. Although homemade, they
a casino night, costuipe contests, aji .art show, a music reminded him ofsomething you would see at Walt Disvideo contest, a rave
and a fonruil ball called.the ney World
·
·..
Manga Masquerade. 1
Part:j.dpants also got to pick tl:).e brains of people in
·
·
•' ·
. . Manga,.which.
Japanese comics and print cirr- ' the anime indiistry during Qand-A sessions featuring
Moon ·voice actors aifd o~er industry people.·
toons, and anime,,such
. as Dragonball Z, Sailor
.
Contributing Writer

party

are

.

. Tirls year's guest of honor was actor Phil LaMar:t:
Best lmownfor his zany characters onMad TV; LaMarr
has done tons ofvoice acting, most recently in TMNT.
·
Nabbe, a U<;::F student in the early '90s, said the convention was held in the UCF Student Union from 2000
to 2004, and has been heid at the resort the last three
years because new student orientation has made it too ·
difficult to book th~ Union.
But even though JACON changed venues, its goal is
still' the same.
'
·
'jACON is the celebration of Japap.ese anime and
regulai animation," Nabbe said "Everybody is here
because we !eve the art''
Nabbe said JACON was created by the Japanese
Animation Chili of Orlando to promote Japaµese culture. Th'e Japanese Anhnation Chm of Orlando used to
be a UCF club, but it later moved oft campus. .
MarrY of the evenfs organizers are fans who volun·teer to help with the planning,ofJACON. Nabbe
detjined to reveal the amount of money spent to stage
the convention due to competition but ~d the
entrance fees are all recycled into next year's event ·
· JAeoN 20,07 attracted more than 4,000 people..
Each year, att~dance at the event has increased about
l5pe~t

PLEASE SEE

JACON ON A11

.

'·

MOVIE TIMES

Heels pump up your style

Blades of Glory
)

JAMIE SALMASIAN

eye because they were stylish about $30. She purchased them
and affordable. "They are very because they looked pretty chic,
comfortable,'' she said. Blaede and because they are black and
Summer is here, and it is time . prefers to pair them with jeans · white and super versatile. '"Ibey
to get pumped -when selecting and skirts, but said that they are are coillfortable, and I use them a
your shoes, that is. Summer is easy to wear with anything.
lot," Desai said
not all about beachwear; someHer friend, Jae Ryung, 32, who·
A great way to dress up any
times it is necessary to be chic is visiting Orlando from South outfit is with heels/pumps. They
during summer, and a great way Korea, bought her pumps in can transform looks for the dayto accomplish that look is with a South Korea for about $30. She . time or nighttime. They can also
pair of pumps.
purchased them for the same rea- help to make you look a little
. The most popular styles of sons: comfort and price. She also taller while elongating your legs,
high heels for this season include · likes to pair them with anything too_!
stilettos, peep-toed heels and cof- that matches.
Pumps can make everyone
orful wedges.
Renu Desai. a 36-year-old look classy and fabulous for an
Myong Blaede, a 32-year-old Ph.D. student who also teaches affordable price, and because
junior accounting major, pur- accounting classes at UCF, they are so versatile, they are a
chased her black stilettos at Ross bought her black-and-white must-have for any summer
for about $20. They caught her peep-toe heels from Macy's for wardrobe.

CPG-13l 12:05D. 225, 4:55 7:05 10:40

The Condemned

StaffWriter

CRl 12:550.4:25.7:25, 10:05 -

Disturbia

(PG-13l 12:4Qp, 3:40, 7:30, 9:50

'Fracture
(Rl 12:35p.3:50. 7:'}fJ, 9:55

HotFuzz
{R) 12:50D.3:55. 7:10, 10:15

In the Land ofWomen
(PG-13) 2:50p, 5:05, 10:25
Open captioned showtimes: 12:25. 7:55p

The Invisible
(PG-13l 12:10o. 2:45. 5:10. 7:40. 10:10

Kickin' It Old Skool
(PG-13l 1:10o. 4:20, 7:45. 10:.20

Lucky You
)

CPG-13) 1:05p, 4:10. 7:35. 10:45

· Meet the Robinsons
(Gl Digital 3-0 showtimes: 12:00o. 2:40. 7:00. 9:20

Next
(PG-13) 12:15p.2:35.5:00, 7:50.10:35

)

Spider-Man 3

(R) 12:20p,2:45,4:50, 8:05, 10:50
-;- listings fur Mooday, May? thru Thur.;day, May 10

Ben introduces Locke to the secrets of the
island, beginning with the mysterious Jacob.
Juliefs secret becomes public. Ifyou haven't
been watching lost, now is the time to come
back home!

. r

8:40 p.m. N
Office
Super-sized episode! Michael is being
considered for-a position in corporate and has
tcrrecommend his replacement. While the
group expects afun outing at Lake Scranton,
Michael has planned a day ofSurvivor-esque
competitions to find his successor.
Meanwhne1 Pam is not asked to join in any of
the activities and is forced to watch Jim and
Karen have fun together. Rumor is the show
is switching to an hour-long format next
season, so get on board now with the
funniest show on TV.

..
1

9p.m. Discovery Man vs. Wild
Bear takes on Mt Kilauea in Hawaii. Watch
asa man parachutes into the wild and tries
tofindhiswaytosafety:
._

C1ll .,.,
8p.m. TBS Lord ofthe Rings:
The Return ofthe King

Frodo {Elijah Wood) and Sam march toward
Mount Doom to destroy the ring, while
Gandalf (Ian McKellen) and warriors prepare
for afinal confrontation. Watch athree-hour
movie become afour-hour movie courtesy of
TBS.

it

PARK AVE JUNIOR
TOPS SALES:
Artist I Tllfe I Label
1. Arctic Monkeys I Favourite
Wom Nightmare I Domino

2. Dntel I Dumb'LuckI Sub Pop
3. Nightwatchman/ One Man
. Revolution I Epic
4. Bright Eyes I Cassadaga I
• Saddle Creek
5. Brother Ali I Undisputed
Truth I Rhymesayers

£1!.M!mJers

esserti

•

Chl'tSl'Cakt. ............ 249
K1ownie-8ires{o;•• ••••••• 3.-49
8a11ana ~tt1 Bite {6). . ... H9

l0l1otlff"""l···· · Zl .9'J

• SO{Up to~flavo<<) ....48.99

Machine Head better than the-rest
Staff Writer

10 p.m. ABC Lost

Sidt~ad....... 1.49

""'••l-.........
1011 or lflaVO!S) ..... Jl.9'J

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

8 p.m. MNT Hooters Dream Girl Challenge
Sixteen women compete forthe title of
·"Hooters Dream Gi~" and a chance to appear
on the cover ofthe Hooters swimsuit
calendar. ·

Cilrdtt1Salad· ••• • 4 .99

·!JWl;C!l!l'lll:iilk

Vacancy

9p.m. NBC Heroes
Nathan does whatever it takes to serure his
victory in the upcoming election. The
question is, will he let Peter blow himself up
· in New York? ·

Cheese&C'ltr)"'· · ·99

3(1 fLrtorJ ........ ..4.49
5{1
699

(PG-13)12:00p, 12:15, 12:3p, 12:45, 1:00, 1:15, 1:30, 2:00, 3:15, 3:30, 3:45, 4:00, 4:15, 4:30, 4:45, 5:15, 6:30,
6:45, 7:00, 7:15, 7:30, 7:45,8:00, 8:30, 9:45, 10:00,
10:15 10:30 10:45

:J

Raftff1018Jn1

Warning: auditory consumption of the new Machine Head
album may lead to heart palpita· .
tions resulting in a dire need to
scream, head bang and stage
dive. It may also invoke the need
to grab a friend and try to simulate the sounds heard on The
Blackening in an attempt to
recreate one ·of this year's best

Machine Head
Album: The Blackening

*****

Label: Roadrunner Records
Available Now .
Machine Head's singer, Robb
Flynn. and you'll most likely
back away from the speakers for
fear ofbeing attacked. ·
·~esthetics of Hate" is the
fiery refutation to a much-hated
critique of the late and great
"Dimebag'' Darrell Abbott of
Pantera and Damageplan. The
song was featured on MTV2's
Headbanger's Bal~ helping to
further circulate the buzz created from the release of The Bldck-

ening.
Machine Head's reputation is
backed by an outstanding catalog that spans over a decade and
a hal£ In the metal world hierarchy, the band rests comfortably
near the top among artists such
as Pantera, Metallica arid Iron
Maiden. Their consistent dispersal of intense, th?ught-driven

JA.CON atmosphere builds
sense of community for fans
A10

said
I
Ross Dickson, a hospitality
John Robert Gonzalez, a UCF sophomore and JACON staff volinformation technology senior unteei; said that Japanese anime
and JACON staff volunteei; said has been increasing in popularity
that JACON is more than just a in the U.S. fur the last 10 years.
p1ace tobuy fun merchandise.
'This wasn't Dickson's first year
"Unlike other conventions, at a conventioil, but it's his first
JACON is more than just an time volunteering at one. 'Tve
event,'' Gonz.alez said "It's a com- been to a oonvention before, but
munity."
rm seeing it from the other side,"
Gonzalez- a fun ofthe Japan- hesaid
ese genre "mecha," which
Steve Lewis, owner ofpop-culinvolves machines such as robots ture store Uberbot, located in
- said that people come to the Wmter Park, said that thiS is the
convention to meet others with store's first year at JACON.
similar interests. ''I can talk to anyUberbotwas atJACON to proone here for hours.''
mote Japanese foods such as
Wmrich Cruz, a UCF alum- · "Pocky,'' a Japanese snack footl,
nus, said that this was his fifth year and the store's artistic toys.
attending. Cruz became a fun of
Lewis erijoys selling Japanese
anime through video games and foods because he admires the arthis interest in the style of anima- work on the boxes and said the
'tion used.
designs maw in new people. ''I
Cruz likes JACON because of like meeting flew people and letthe atmosphere of being around ting them lmow we're in Wmter
people with similar interests. ''You Park,'' he said
always have something in·com"It's been a good convention
mon with just about anyone,'' he for us so fut;'' Lewis said
FROM
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813 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32803

(407)894-0551
We are located 2 blocks west of Mills Ave. on the right
This offer is only valid with this coupon

.

20

as

albwns.
Go for it. Don't Worry if you
don't generate musical magic
· beeause Machine Head already
has.
With The Blackening, the
band members reattach themselves to the do-it-yourself ethics
they were once associated with
in the '90s. The album showcases the development of their
thrash/progressive metal sound,
particularly highlighting the
. relationship between the guitar
and doubfo bass pedal
The song "Clenching the
. Fists of Dissent" is verifiable
proof that The Blackening is not
an album for the meek. The song
starts out with a distorted chant
tha,t fades into an acoustic
melody. But just when listeners
start to mellow out and come
down from their speed metalinduced high, the song revs up
its engine and goes full force.
The guitar and drums feed off
each other until the intensity
can't. seem to get any greater.
Enter the painful
words of
r"., '

criteria has separated them from
most of the metal that graces the
airwaves.
From beginning to end, The
Blackening is a thorough compilation of complex songs that range .
from' aggressive to painful
listeners are engaged by the lyricist's
thoughts and wmerving obsession with death.
Fans of Pantera and 4tmb of
God will appreciate this release.
Machine Head is currently finishing up a tour in the U.S. with
Megadeath and Heaven and Hell
The band will head overseas in
late May for shows in Europe with
artist.s such as Chimaira,
Mastodon and Slayer:

·< , ITAL~"kES'J'.AUR~T

~e-~_.e:~

2822 SoutL Alafa~a Trail
Suita 19.S, Orlando
407-182-ll.SI ,
www.mauhnotratforia.com
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WINGS & RIG. FRIIS
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CHOOSE ANY FLAVOR

7p.m.·OoM
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Waterford Lakes
11351 lake Underhill Rd.
Orlando, Fl 32825
407-737-6606

University

7644 Universit y Blvd.
Winter Park, Fl 3279'2
407-671-n97
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~all

more information
407.841.LYNX
or visit our website at golynx.com

Talk about freedom, with ·MetroP~S you can
talk all you want, text all you want and
do everything you can do on a phone for just
$50 month. Now that's going unlimited.

a

Come join us for free vision screenings at the
MetroPCS Kissimmee store on May 5th from 10:00 am - 2:00 pm.

' (

•

11.metropcs.co~

ernational Diamond
nter Plaza

;3 Sand Lake Road
ando, FL 32809

metroPCS.
Pennisslon to speak freely:
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II
II
II
II
II

888.8metro8

Hiawassee Plaza

Rainbow Plaza

Casselton Comers Plaza

6801 West Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32818

15 Vine Street East
Kissimmee, FL 34744

2050SR436
Winter Park, FL 32792

.,
•)

To find a store near you, call 888-8metro8 or visit us online at metropcs.com.

ect phone models may vary by store. Visit www.rnetropcs.com for information on specific terms and conditions of service and local
~rage area. Nationwide long distance applies to the 48 contiguous states only. Taxes and fees not included, S9rne restrictions apply,
See store for details.
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Pointe Orlando·
Stadium20
+IMAX®

I-Drive Acro~s Froin
The ·mGonvention
Center
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FREE PARKING GARAGE
with 4 hour validation

Win a $2,000
MasterCard Gift Card

•

Sign up or use your Regal Cr9wn Club~
Card at Pointe Orlando Stadium 20
through May 31 for your chance to WIN!
No purchase ncct"S.<;aty. See theatre for details.
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SERIES FROMUCF

PHOTOSBY BRIAN FIEG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore Kyle Sweat, above, throws a pitch in the Knights' 4-3 win over.the Tulane
Green Wave on April 28. Senior Matt Horwath, top, slides into home in the same
game. Horwath was 2-for-4 with one RBI and two runs scored in the victory.

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer
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GAMES REMAINING

"

Stetson (A)
ECU (A)
ECU (A)
ECU (A)

May8
Mayll

Marshall{H)
Marshall (H)

May17

6:30PM

May18
May19
May23-27

6:30 PM
1:00 PM
TBA

Z:OOPM
7:00 PM
6:00PM

May12
May13

Marshall (H)
C-USA (A)

l:OOPM

.. .... ............ "" ....... ................ .........
NEXT GAME 11!)
~

,.

·c&..
,,

....."

't

"

'

"

vs.

s

Stetson

UCF

May 8, 7:00 p.m. IDeland, Fla.

The UCF Baseball team was unable to carry over
the momentum from their first-ever C-USA sweep as
it lost three of its first four games this past week
. After the Knights lost to No. 28 Stetson on
Wednesday, 10-7, they dropped two of three games
against the Memphis Tigers over the weekend.
The Knights (23-26 overall, 5-13 in
Conference USA) came from
behind to claim a 9-6 win on Friday.
:Sut, the Knights couldn't hold on,
dropping Saturday's game 7-3 and
Sunday's game 10-9.
The Knights trailed 5-1 in Friday's
game, but finally got their offense
started in the sixth, scoring four
runs with two outs.
Tyson Auer started the rally with

a single to right field. Kiko Vazquez
and Chris Duffy then made the
score 5-4 with back-to-back home
runs. It was the first time two
Knights hit back-to-back home runs
since May 6, 2005.
Ryan Richardson f.ollowed with a
single to left field and he advanced
to third when Memphis pitcher Ben
PLEASE SEE

TEAM
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
UCF
0 1 0 0 0 4 2 0 2
MEMPHIS 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 0

TEAM
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
UCF
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
MEMPHIS 0 0 0. 0 0 4 3 0 x

TEAM
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
UCF
1 0 0 '2 1 3 0 2 0
MEMPHIS 5 1 0 3 1 0 0 0 x

FINAL
9
6

FINAL
3
7

FINAL
9
10

MOMENTUM ON A14 .

Jags take Walker in round.3
MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

RYAN PELHAM I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Recent UCF graduate Mike Walker won't
have to travel far in order to continue his football
career. Walker was selected in the third round,
79th overall, by the Jacksonville Jaguars at the
2007 NFL Draft ·held April 28-29.
Friends and family waited for nearly 10 hours
before receiving the phone call that he would
join the Jaguars.
"This is a dream come true," Walker said in a
press release following his selection. "This has
been a crazy day, but it's been well worth it. As
you can see I have a great family, probably the

Sophomore Breanne Javier slides into home in the Knights' 1-0 win over the UTEP Miners on April 28.
PLEASE SEE

REBECCA BARNITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUI

UCF graduate Mike Walker was selected as the 79th overall pick in
the third round of the 2007 NFL Draft to the Jacksonville Jaguars.

WALKER ONA14

Softball swept by C-USA

foe Memphis in-3 games
WOODY WOMMACK
Staff Writer

While the rest of the UCF student body finished classes and
headed off for summer vacation,
the. UCF Softball team was still
hard at work wrapping up their
Conference USA regular season.
The Knights spent the weekend
playing a three-game series against
conference foe Memphis, an

important series that helped to
determine seeding in the 2007 CUSA Tournament.
Unfortunately for the Knights
they dropped both games in a double-header bn Saturday and fell in
game three on, Sunday.
After the three losses the
Knights are now 35-24 overall on
the season and 11-13 in conference
PLEASE SEE

COMEBACK ON A14

-' Golf finishes sixth in C-USA tourney
MELISSA HEYBOER

ond place. Nicol;:ts Geyger and Brett Myer
each shot a three-day total of 3-under-par 213.
UAB's Garrett Osborne led all golfers, fin
ishing first in the individual ranking with a 4
under-par 212.
Junior Giwon Suh turned out the best over
all score for t4e Knights, finishing the tourna
ment with a 5-over-par 221. Suh finished in 14tl
place overall.
UCF's next l.tlghest finisher was sophomor•
Preston Brown who finished in 16th place witl

Sports Editor

The UCF Men's Golf team concluded their
spring season last weekend finishing· sixth at
the Conference ·USA Championships at the
Texarkana Country Club in Arkansas. The
Knights finished the three-day, ll-team event
shooting a 20-over-par 886.
1 The 23rd ranked Tulsa Golden Hurricane
took home top honors at the championships,
finishing the tournament at 9-under-par 855;
Tulsa also had two golfers who tied for sec-

\

PLEASE SEE

.

SUH ON A1

~om~ntum swept
tway after sweep

.1¢

MAB

"It is funny because Coach
[Rich] Wallace had told me before
·
made a bad pickoff throw the ball game that was the best batfirst. Eric Kallstrom made the ting practiced he'd ever taken,'' ·
ers pay for the error with an Bergman said about Horwath.
"Mentally, he thought that he was
n single to left.
The Knights took the lead with really zoned in on everything:'
UCF starting pitcher Jaager
o more runs in the sixth, one of
·ch was earned, when Auer sin- Good didn't have a great outing as
•d up the middle to score Matt he pitched five innings, allowing
five runs [two earned] and seven
i.>rwath and Dwayne Bailey.
Vazquez gave UCF two insur- hits. But, the bullpen kept the
ce runs in the ninth with a home Knights in the game. Weiss and
n over the center field wall. Austin Hudson allowed just one
stin Weiss picked up his seventh run in the final four innings. Weiss
ve of the year by recording the earned the win by closing out the
game with a hitless 1.2 innings.
aa1 five outs.
UCF claimed another comeWith RBI singles from Bailey
.d Vazquez, UCF led 2-0 going to from-behind victory the next day.
e sixth inning of Saturday's The Knights trailed 3-1 heading to
me. Kyle Sweat had given up just the eighth. nm Russell started the
inning with a single to left field.
~ hits over the first five innings,
' After Hartman laid down a sacritt unraveled in the sixth.
K.K. Chalmers began the inning fice bunt that moved pinch-runner
lt h a single. After he advanced to Bryan Bennett to second, Horwath
cond on a ground out, Chalmers brought Bennett home with a douored on a single by Bill Moss. ble to left-center.
[le out later, Adam Amar douHorwath moved to third on a
ground out from Shane Brown and
~ to left field, scoring Moss. The
gers took the lead three pitches scored on a wild pitch to tie the
·er when Joey Lieberman hit a score at 3-3. Auer worked a twoout walk and Vazquez doubled
-run home rim.
Brett Bordwine relieved Sweat · down the left-field line to score
start the seventh, but he allowed Auer, giving the Knights a 4-3 lead.
Sweat earned the win with
ree runs in one inning of work.
Despite a late comeback, UCF eight innings pitched and Weiss
preserved the victory by pitching a
~ in game three Sunday, 10-9.
Bailey led the offense, going 3- hitless ninth inning. ·
The Knights completed the
r-5 at the plate with three runs
sweep on Sunday with an 8-4 win
.a an RBI.
Eric English was tagged with in one of their most ~omplete
games of the seae loss. He went
son. Eric English
innings allowing
pitched a careerght runs off six
high seven innings,
ts.
allowing just two
Prior . to the
runs on five hits.'
emphis and StetThe Knights'
in games, the
offense supported
!lights
played
him with a seasoneir .most impreshigh 15 hits, includ- ·
1e
weekend
ing another three
ries of the season
reeping Tulane in
go~na· hits for Horwath.
The
Knights
reegames.
In
Friday's
never trailed in the
game and blew it
ries opener, Horopen in the seventh
1th hit for the
inning. With one
'St cycle in school
out, the Knights
story and Duffy
strung
together
tShed two home
three-strrught sinns in a 7-6 victo-JAY BERGMAN, HEAD COACH
gles, scoring two
But, the game
runs and m$iflg
dn't start smoothly for the the score 5-1.
Two batters later, Ryan
nights. Tulane scored first when
CF pitcher Jaager Good gave up Richardson singled to right, scortck-to-back doubles in the first ing Auer. Eric Kallstrom finished
nillg. The Knights handed the the Knights' scoring with a double
reen Wave two runs in the next to left that brought home Richardson and pinch-runner Kyle Mills.
ning with three errors.
"Maybe the team's maturing
UCF trailed 4-0 in the third
ning, but that is when Horwath and growing," Bergman said after
med the' comeback. He opened Friday's game. "If you're gonna
e inning with a single to right play well, play well at the end (of
the season)."
~ld and then stole·second base.
What may have made the
illey followed with a single to
sweep even more specjal was that
nter field that scored Horwath.
One batter later, with Bailey on Tulane is a high quality team. They
ird, Vazquez hit a sacrifice fly to began the season ranked No. 15 in
uter that scored Bailey and the Baseball America Top 25 Preutiy followed with a home run season Poll
Horwath was named C-USA
at landed over the scoreboard in
Hitter of the Week and earned
~t-center field. Suddenly, the
UCF's first national honor in over
nights were within one run.
Horwath tripled in the fourth two years for his success at the
td then hit a homer to lead off the plate.
Horwath went ll-for-16 in
;venth to make the score 6-4.
Vazquez singled to right after a UC:F's four games in the week of
1uple of strikeouts and Duffy tied April 23. He scored eight runs,
drove in three. He recorded two
.e game with a home run.
"Once [Duffy] hit that two-run runs and at least two hits in all four
>me run, everyone felt it in the contests.
Horwqth was named the Proigout and that was a huge lift,"
orwath said. "That home run Line Athletic National Hitter ofthe
ght there turned the ball game Week by the National Collegiate
'Ound where we felt like, 'Hey, Baseball Writers Association on
his is ours. We're gonna go out . April30.
Tim Bascom had been the most
id we're gonna win this game."'
UCF took the lead in the eighth, recent national honor winner
hen Tulane center fielder Nate when he was named one of five
mon dropped a fly ball from Louisville Slugger National Players
hadd
Hartman.
Hartman of the Week on March 7, 2005.
But, Horwath's hot hitting did
lvanced to third on the error.
·
I Horwath then stepped to the not end with the week.
Entering the series finale
late needing only a double to
>mplete his cycle. With the out- against Memphis, Horwath had
::!ld playing in, that's exactly what recorded at least two hits in each of
his last seven games.
;:! got as he sent a ball over
He had 18 hits in his last 31 at
mon'shead.
The double gave the UCF the bats, which raised his average from
ad and the first cycle in the pro- .250to350.
The Knights will travel to Stet:am's 34 years. Horwath said that
son on Tuesday before starting a
~ wasn't really thinking about the
rele, but UCF coach Jay Bergman three-game weekend series at East
lid that maybe he should have Carolina See the May 14 edition of
the Future for results.
!en this coming.

"Maybe the
team's
maturing and
growing. If
you're
play well,
play_well at
the end."

·

·

RYAN PELHAM I CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE

Senior Cid Alvarez lays down a bunt in the Knights'1·0 win over the UTEP Miners on April 29.Alvarez was O•for-2 in the game with a sacrifice bunt.Senior Kacie Feaster and
sophomore Breanne Javier picked up the only two hits for the Knights in the win. UCF swept the three-game series against UTEP, outscoring the Miners 15-0.

Comeback falls short in game 3
(

play. The Memphis Tigers, moved to
35-23 overall and 10-12 in C-USA play.
The Knights lost a heartbreaker 2-1
in ll innings in game one of the double
header. Allison Kime fell to 21-10 after
the. complete-game loss. She gave up .
just two runs on 10 hits while striking
out ll Tiger batters.
·
With scoring hard to come by in
Vs. Memphis:
l::>oth games, Kacie Feaster led the way
Snapp went 3-for-3
for the Knights. She recorded two hits
in the Knights' 2-1
in game one, and had the only RBI in.
loss to the Tigers in
game two of the
the fifth inning.
three game series.
The Knights had many different
chances to put runs on the board, but
just couldn't get it done, stranding eight
runners during the game.
The Tigers scored their first run of no outs. UCF's Amber Lamb committhe game in the third inning when two ted a costly throwing error, allowing
wild pitches by Kime allowed Lindsey Leila Dolfo of Memphis to come home
Pridgen to score from second base.
from third for the winning run.
The Knights would even the score at
Despite Cat Snapp's perfect 3-for-3
at the plate, the Knights couldn't pull
one in the top of third inning.
With one out, Lindsay Dean reached together a win. Snapp drove in the only
second on the throwing error by Mem- run of the game for the Knights in the
phis shortstop. Ashley Van Ryn would top of tlie fifth inning.
lay down a sacrifice bunt in the next at
At the time of Snapp's RBI, the
Knights were already down 2-0 thanks
bat to move Dean over to third base.
The next batter, Feaster, would hit a to runs scored by the Tigers in the sectwo-out single to center field scoring - ond and forth innings.
The Knights m,anaged to put togethDean from third to tie the score at one.
Six more innings would go by·until er one run in the top of the fifth inning
Memphis finally clinched the victory in but it wouldn't be enough.
.
Ashleigh Cole led off the inning with
the bottom of the llth inning. After a
lead-off walk to Tori Gross, Leila Dolfo a single to right field and was repla.ced
ripped· a double to left-center field, put- with pinch runner Morgan Bullard.
After Megan Murphy advanced
ting runners on second and third with

UCF GOLDEN .KNIGHTS

19

Bullard to second on a sacrifice bunt,
Snapp would hit a single to right field
scoring Bullard from second.
Neither team, however, could find
their offense after the fifth inning; 'and
the Knights again lost 2-1 to wrap up a
disappointing day overall.
Lexi Gresham was tagged with her
fifth loss of the seasqn. She allowed one
run on four hits in two innings of work.
In game three, the Knights fell 2-1
despite a seventh inning comeback.
Kime picked up her second loss of
the series, pitching six innings and
allowing two runs on five hits.
The Knights had just three hits on
the afternoon. Feaster, Javier and
Hillary Bari:ow each had a hit.
· Prior to the Memphis series, the
Knights clinched a spot in the C-USA
tournament by 'sweeping the UTEP
Miners in a three game series in Orlando April 28-29. The Knight s were led
by reigning C-USA hitter of the week
Breanne Javier, who went 4-for-8 at the
plate with three ·RBis in the series.
Kime pitched 15 innings during the
UTEP series, striking out 22 batters and
grabbing two victories.
The Knights played their final regular season game of the year on Sunday
at Memphis, and now await their opponent in the 2007 C-USA Softball Championship Tournament.
The tournament will be hosted by
UCF on May 10-12 at the UCF Softball
Complex:

(I
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Walker becomes 21st Knight to be drafted

<t·7

FROM AB

greatest in the world and to be able to
share this with them is an awesome feeling. I'm speechless."
Walker was the highest Knight to be
selected in the draft since 2002 when
Travis Fisher was
selected 64th overall
MIKE
to the St. Louis
Rams.
WALKER
Twenty fellow
Knights have been
selected in the draft
in previous years.
"I was with a couple of my former
' : teammates the other
day and they told me
if I was still left when
NFL Draft:
Jacksonville
was
Walker became the
picking in the third
21st UCF Football
round they were
player to enter the
going
to get me and
NFL after being ·
that's
what hapselected by the
Jacksonville Jaguars . pened," Walker said
in a release. "It's
in the third round.
crazy that I had not
heard that yet and
~~~ITT
someone else had, but they got me and UCF graduate Mike Walker catches a pass in the Knights' 24-17 loss to the South Florida Bulls on Sept.~ITT~ffi~
16. Walker was
I'm very happy."
the 21st Knight to be drafted to the NFL after he was selected in the third round by the Jacksonville Jaguars on April 28.
Walker was a force for the Knights'
offense, setting the single-season recep- to get a glimpse of what Walker had to was Brandon Marshall, who was taken
- tion record in 2006 with 90 catches.
offer.
~
in the 4th round of the 2006 NFL Draft
At the NFL Combine in Indianapolis .
"I had a really gooq Pro Day," Walker by the Denver Broncos.
in late February, Walker was able to said in a release. "I know (Jacksonville's)
UCF defensive back Travonti Johnimpress scouts, running a 435 40-yard receiving coach (Todd Monken) was son will also be making his debut in the
dash, but it was UCF's Pro ·Day on there and I felt like I impressed a lot of NFL.
March 8 that helped Walker get noticed people, but I had not spoken to anyone
Johnson; who graduated in 2006,
Amongst many other NFL teams, the from there since then."
signed a free-agent contract with the
Jaguars attended Pro Day and were able
The last UCF receiver to be drafted New York Giants.
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C•USA SOFTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
'
PRESENTED BY COCA-COLA
MAY 10.. 12TH, UCF SOFTBALL COMPLEX
STUDENT IN FREE WITH UCF ID
KIDS FREE WITH PAID ADULT
407..823-1000 • www.UCFATHLETICS.COM
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Chin records
a personal
bestin400
ineter hurdles
Junior betters NCAA
qualifying mark
MELISSA HEYBOER
• Sports Editor

The UCF Women's Track and
Field team finished its regular season
last week hosting the Golden Knight
Twilight on April 28.
The Knights finished the event
posting several high marks from
many of the Knight athletes.
Junior Victoria Chin posted a personal best in the 400-meter hurdles
with a time of 60.38. Chin had already
qualified for the NCAA East Regional
Tournament earlier in the y'ear with a
400-meter hurdle time of 60.79.
Aside from winning the 400-meter
hurdles, Chin also posted a season
best in the 100-meter hurdles with a .
time of 14.42, which earned her second in the event.
Teammate Feyisara Adaramol~
also turned out impressive marks in
the 100 meter and 200 meter events,
Adaramola took third in both the 100
meter and 200
meter
with times
VICTORIA
of 12.06 and 24.53,
" CHIN
respectively.
In the 3000
meter event, Jenny
Clausen took third
with a time of
10:13.59.
Fellow long distance runner Jami
Rzepecki took top
honors in the 3000
At tourney:
meter
steepleChin set a personal
chase.
Her
time of
best in the 400meter hurdles and a 11:11.02 was good
enough for second
season best in the
100-meter hurdles at on UCF's all-time
the Golden Kni~ht
list.
Twilight on April 28.
In the field
events,
sophomore LaKendra Thames led the way
placing second in both the shot put
and discus events.
Her personal best throw of 46 feet,
five inches was good enough for second in the shot put and her throw of
158 feet three inches .was good
enough for second in the discus.
Teammate Virginia Traynor. finished just behind Thames with a
throw of 44 feet three inches to place
third in the shot put.
Senior Katie Fowke took first in
the pole vault and sophomore Ricki
Sullivan earned two top five finishes,
taking third in the triple jump and
fourth in the long jump.
The Knights return to action
Thursday when they head to Houston
for the 2007 Conference USA Outdoor Championships.

DUANE BURLESON I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Chicago Bulls' Ben Wallace, left, and PJ. Brown, above, watch the closing minutes of the Bulls' 95-69 loss to the Detroit Pistons
,.. in game one of the Eastern Conference Semifinals Saturday. Utah Jazz forward Carlos Boozer, top, attempts to shoot in Utah's
103-99 game seven win over the Houston Rockets Saturday night. The win advanced the Jazz to the second round of playoffs.

Billups, Hamilton
' lead Detroit in win
•

AUBURN IIlLLS, Mich. - Chauncey
Billups and Richard Hamilton each
scored 20 points, leading Detroit in Game
I of the Eastern Conference semifinals.
Detroit was-aggressive on defense, getting into passing lanes with their feet and
hands and balanced on offense.
The Pistons will host Game 2 tonight.
Chicago's Ben Gordon averaged 25.5
points and Andres Nocioni added 12 a
"' game in the first-round sweep over the
Heat, but were held to just seven and two
points, respectively.
~
Former Piston Ben Wallace had nine
points, eight rebounds and a block.
Luol Deng scored 18 and Kirk Hinrich
had IS for the Bulls, who led only once in
the series opener.
Detroit took control with a 13-2 run
midway through the first quarter, but didn't put Chicago away until the · opening
minutes of the fourth. .
Three Pistons made 3-pointers in the
first 2 minutes of the final quarter for a 19point lead before going ahead 86-60 a few
minutes later.

* Utah 10~, Houston 99

HOUSTON - Tracy McGrady leaned
over in front of his bench as time ran out,
~

t

his hands on his knees as he absorbed one
more playoff failure.
The young Utah Jazz, meanwhile,
embraced one another and quietly celebrated after a 103-99 win over ,t he Houston
Rockets on Saturday night that gave them
their first playoff series victory since the
days of John Stockton and Karl Malone.
Carlos Boozer had 35 points, 14
rebounds and five assists in Game 7 for
the Jazz, who became only the seventh
team since 2001 to come back from a 2-0
deficit and win a series. They're also just
the 19th visiting team to win in 97 Game
.
.
7s in playoff history.
McGrady had 29 points and 13 assists,
but the seven-time All-Star fell to 0-6 in
the playoffs. The Rockets - his Rockets
- blew a 2-0 lead for the second time in
three seasons. They won twice in Dallas
in 2005, then dropped the series in seven
games.
The home team had won the previous
six games in this series, but all the games
at the Toyota Centei: had gone down to .
the wire.
This game was the closest one of all.
This time, Boozer and the Jazz came up
with the plays to finally break through.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Suhhelps /
Knights with
14th place
overall finish
FROM

A13

a 6-over-par 222.
Brown also turned in the best
round for the Knights on the third
day, shooting a I-over-par 73.
Freshman Nuno Henriques turned
out the lowest round for the Knights
in the tournament, shooting a second
round 2-under-par
70.
NUNO
Henriqu·e s was
HENRIQUES
also announced as
a selection to the
All-Conference
USA
Freshman
Team.
. "I was glad to
see Nuno's name on the list because
he is well-deserving of that honor,"
C-USA honors: head
coach Nick
Selected to
Clinard said in a
press release. "He
theC-USA
is going to be a
All-Freshman great
player for us
team.
·and we defini~ely
saw glimpses of
that this season."
Henriques posted his best finish of
the season at the WQlf Run Intercollegiate, firiishing 10th, and his best
round of the season at the Bµlls Bay
Invitational when he shot a first
round 5-under-par 67.
The Knights have the opportunity
to participate in the NCAA. East
Regional Tournament in Alpharett,
Ga, May 17-19, but are waiting to hear
whether they will officially be selected as an at-large team.
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Hookas, Pyrex, Handpipes, Papers, Blunts, Salvia, Body aeaners, Jewelry, Incense,
· ' .Can Safes, Shisha, Fine Tobaccos, Herbal Smoke

~~

~~~~,,~J:~
~t?.i4\t~.Jl®1
,. _ -~-~

STOR;dLL STORAGE
STUDENT STORAGE
Cl~an,

Friendly,
.·.:& ·C onvenient

11583 University Blvd. UCF

2x2 in Wmter Springs
Close to 417 Only 8 mins. from UCF.

April & May rent FRE
1100 sq. ft., W ID included, pool

Sauna, Fitness Center. " ·~.

GET APPROVED IN MINUt
Call 407-699-698

/(4;;
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chic~-Fil-A

Online:

VISA, MC, AMEX,

9 a.m. day before publication

Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 J?·ID. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday .
9 a.in. - 5 p.m.
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100 Help Wanted: General
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For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
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B
Wanted
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First issue:
Each addl issue:

Rate A
$6
$4

Rate(

Rate B
$9
$6
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·Pricing includes up.to four lines,35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

HELP WANTED:
General

I

• Data entry· Client relations • Billing support
• Office support, such as ordering, vendor management etc.
·Individual must have a valid Fl DLand enjoying working within a team.
• Extracurricular UCF activities (dubs, athletics, Greek organizations, etc.) are preferred.

itart dat! would be mid-May for summer work With option fi!r full time once probationary period ends.
·Would need to be available M-F from 9am to 2pm.
~

ALPH:A
"

c

Interested parties may send their resumes and rover letter to.
employment@alphaemc.mm

Strengthening Wo'!1en All Over The World

NOW HIRING
Fitness Tech/Trainer(s):
·Strong desire to help women and knowledge
of health, fitness, ornutrition preferred.

Movers/Drivers ~

Grow with us. Largest local moving company
in the U.S. Is looking for customer oriented
individuals to earn up to $12/hr or more
with tips as a Mover/Driver. Ask about our
"Stay the Summer'' bonus program. We
offer benefits, monthly bonuses & paid
vacation. FT & PT positions available. Get all
the details and apply in person:

•Sales experience &CPR Certification a plus!

Based: Orlando • Aorida

• No experience necessary - full training provided
• No cold calling!
• Hourly rate plus great commission
• 12 days paid vacation & free heatth Insurance provided
• Frequent cQmpetitions and incentives
• Opportunity to visit overseas Acorn offices!
• Frequent employee social activities!

Give your career a lift
with Acorn Stairlifts

Acorn-Stairlifts is a rapidly growing company,
with offices and distribution centers in Florida,
Massachusetts. California, Canada, Australia
and the UK. With over 800 people employed
worldwide, Acorn focuses on the production
and provision of stairlifts, while maintaining
the clear vision of providing the finest in
product and customer satisfaction.

or email your current resume to:

usarecruitment@acomstairlifts.com
Acorn Inc. · 6450 Kingspointe Parkway
Unit 1 ·Orlando· Florida · 32819

safety instructors to fill summer positions!
'

Great pay- great.benefits!
Staff will earn $8.50 • $9.50 perhour.
and havtt'.a~cess to all City Recreational facilities for FREE!!
That m~ans fREE fitness room, FREE rockWall, FREE
racquetball/tenhis courts¥' FREE skatepark.

Wewillwork·around class schedules·and
.you copld work.up to 40 .hours per weer<!

J~ice

NEED FULUPART-TIMEWORK?
MORNING ·AFTERNOON ·AND/OR All DAY
WE CAN~ORK AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE!

ALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
·DEMOLITION
• GENERAL CONSTRUCTION

FAX Resume to:

Fax resume to 407.971.3772
or email: CurvesUCF@Yahoo.com

or e-mai•to:
allprollc@yahoo.com

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms. '
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

OFFICE ASSISTANT WANTED
Need PT help for combination of
secretarial and light housework for a
small home-based office near UCF.
$10/hr. Call 203-526-7882

Dependable Nightingales
Agency
Is looking f.or full and part time
office help. Flexible hours, call
David @ 407-733-6497 or email
hr@nlghtlngales-usa.com.

The UCF Annual Fund is
looking for highly motivated individuals
to supervise and motivate our student
caller staff. StudeAt Supervisor with the
UCF Golden Knight Line is avail. for
summer or fall semester. Must commit
to work through May 2008. Supervisor
or mgmt exp. pref. Day/evening hours,
set your own sched, competitive pay.
Submit resume and cover letter
ebbarr@mail.ucf.edu or fax
4047/882-1261. Attn: Elizabeth Barr

MODELS WANTED
L.A. Photographer scheduled to do
Orlando photo shoot In May. All
selected models will be paid and
future wo~k Is possibl.e. Send
photos and reply to:
erick@shameless-underground.com

SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
a leader in progressive law enforcement
services, is seeking a highly qualified

THIS POSITION IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MAINTAINING ACRIME
STATISTICS DATABASE, DEVELOPING OFFENDER PROFILES,
TECHNICAL WORK COMPILING AND MAINTAINING CRIME STA·
TISTICS, CRIME MAPPINGS, AND INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT.
APPLICANTS MUST POSSESS ABACHELOR'S DEGREE IN
CRIMINAL JUSTICE, SOCIAL SCIENCES OR ACLOSELY REIATED
FIELD WITH COURSEWORK IN STATISTICS OR MATHEMATICS.
AMASTER'S DEGREE IN AREIATED FIHD OR AN EQUIVALENT
COMBINATION Of TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE (GRIME
ANALYSIS AND MAPPING CERTIFICATION OR CRIMINAL PROFIL·
ING CERTIFICATION) IS DESIRABLE. PREVIOUS EXPERIE°NCE IN
CRIME ANALYSIS IS DESIRABLE. All APPLICANTS Will BE
SUBJECT TO EXTENSIVE BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION •
INCLUDING EMPLOYMENT HISTORY VERIFICATION,
EDUCATION/TRAINING VERIFICATION, CRIMINAL RECORD,
COMPUTERIZED VOICE STRESS ANALYSIS, PHYSICAL AND
DRUG SCREENING.

Looking for PT/FT cust serv reps,
private Jet ser:vlce faclllty on
Sanford airport. Resp for concierge
services, bllllng, and cust relatns.
Must be prof, outgoing, and resp.
Open 7 daysfwk, mult shifts. Full
benefits, comp pay,, fun environ.
Voted Orlando Best Place to Work
2007. E-mall resume to
marty@avlonjetcenter.com

MUSIC INSTRUCTORS
WANTED
Local studio looking for
instuctors in: VIOLIN,FLUTE,PIANO,
DRUMS,and SAX. A few hrs. a week
·.
to start.
Email muslc.lessons@yahoo.com

Earn $800·$3200 Monthly
to drive brand new cars
with ads placed on them.
www.AdCarDrive.com

Must Love Dogs
PfT Sales assoc. needed for upscale dog
boutique in Baldwin Park. Sales exp req.
email resume:baldwinbark@bellsouth.net

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?
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Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

U.S. AIR :FORCE

I

R•O•T•C
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

The UCF Annual Fl.ll1d is

Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include· • $750 in textbooks reimbursement

hiring student callers for the summer.
Work involves calling alumni, parents,
and friends of UCF, sharing ·camp4s
news and asking for donations to the
Annual Furn;!. Calling begins May 14,daytime and evening hours available •.
set your own schedule, competitive
pay. If you would like to be consii;lered
for a position, please visit us on the
web at annualfund.ucf.edu and click on
Golden Knight Line to get application.

· • Monthly stipend ($250-:$400) ·

• Special scholarship programs existfor Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
_please .call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce. ucf.edu

Anti.oxidant St udy

,,

All Ages and Types of Music
Need Good Singers to Help Promote
New Singing Software. Visit
http://www.musicxoft.com/
html/orlando_auditlon.html or email
audition@musicxoft.com for more info.

NOW HIRING!
Full & Part time positions!'
2 Miles froin UCFI
Flexible hours! Great pay!
Call 866-900-5213 or 407-923-2845!

Visit www.seminolesh~riff.org
for more info~mation
or to download an application.

Family-run Italian restaurant now hiring
FfT seaters and servers. Exp only. Apply
in person at 1425 Tuskawilla Rd, Winter
Springs. Corner of Tuskawilla and Red
Bug in the K-mart shopping plaza.
407-659-0101

. Singing Auditions

Starting annual salary
$28,454 to $34, l 45 depending
on experience/qualifications.

MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend·work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Must have pickup/SUV for
deliveries & valid drivers license/proof of
insurance. Call 407-701-1245
. Looking for people to hand out flyers . .
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF,
Oviedo and Winter Springs areas. Up to
$12/hr. Must have own car and cell
phone. 321-287-0757 or 407-359-5901

Exp. babysitter for 6 yr old girl and 4 yr
old boy in Alt. Spgs. Light Housekeeping.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. References req.

SENIOR CRIME ANALYST.

Housecleaners needed for East Orlando
residential homes. PT/FT available.
30·35 hours a week. $250-$300 weekly+
tips. Daytime hours. Reliable
transportation and phone a must.
407-823-8464

Grape

Flexible Shifts;
Unlimited possibilities
Sunglass icon is owned by
Oakley and is a nation wide
company with over 130 stores.
3 new stores will be added in
Orlando this Summer!!!
If you are outgoing
energetic and sales driven

407-499-4943

FEMALE AMATEUR

1".~[he City of Oviedo is hiring lifeguards and water

nu IC'I U"IN

·Hours: M·F 8·1, Sat 9-12 (15·30 hrs/wk)

Or visit our recruitment website:

usacareers.acomstalrlifts.com

(;(/N<.

SEA.Vt(';lt"Nl>~)LllTl<lN~

Call: 407.827.0110

I

·Hourly+ commission

Inside Sales Associate

VIV.JVl()IN<;

Telephone Actresses
Work from your own home. Flexible
full and part time shifts available.
Weekly payroll checks mailed or
through direct deposit. You must have
a corded telephone in·a private area of
your home. We employ 1400+ agents
nationwide.
Great job for college students.
Check us out at phoneactress.com
1-800-325-6608
.

"

PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
• Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
email resume: info@dogdayafternoon.net

t)

Entry Level bpportunity
for Accounting student.
407-869-0200

\)

Leasing Consultant needed for apt
community in Casselberry. Flex hrs,
competitive salary. Some weekends req.
Email resume to mglisson@~omusa.com,.
Engineering Students. Great Summer
Job for engineering students. $12.00 per
· hour. Part-time. Sanford1 Florida for The
Father's Table a baked goods food
man·ufacturer . Set PM schedules, Work
with Maintenance Department to design
& install new equipment.. Send resume
to hr@thefatherstable.com with Summer
Intern in subj line. No calls, Drug Free
Workplace, EED/M/FN/D.

J.

Pfr Position, Start ASAP!
Taking photos of cars in Orlando and
greater areas. Work Outdoors w/
Flexible hours. Great pay (cash).
Must be dependable and have own car
and computer. Will train. Drug and
Background testing. Please email
brandl_tropf@adelphla.net
Mktg/Promo Reps
Nat'I mktg firm seeks·dynamic reps to
work promo for leading airline at MCO
Airport. Fun PfT job, great $$$, flex
sched. 888-691-1810

Classified Sales Rep wanted

r}

for the Central Florida Future.
Outbound sales exp. preferred
Make minimum $8+/hr. plus bonus.
E-mail resume to
trishai@KnightNewspapers.com
Delivery Drivers/Kitchen Helpers needed
Mon, Tues, and Fri. Day and evening
hours. Call 407-339-2433
www.healthychefcreations.com
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED!
Great for hard working student
Interested In gaining SOl'!le office exp.
PT, Morning Hours needed
Send resume & available schedule to:
Trlshal@KnlghtNewspapers.com

Popcorn and Chips Appetite· study

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antioxidant status. -

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Celebration Health is conducting fl study for healthy men
and women to determine the effects of popcorn and chip consumption on appetite. ·

To .q ualify fot1 this study you must be healthy, _normal weight, non-smoking, and
between 18 and 50 years of age. You must be able to commit to 6 clinic visits.

~

, q\
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'

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and tJetween 20 and 50 years of age ..
You must be able to participate in
2 separate double-night stays.

For more information
please. call 407-303-4611
.

For your participation In
this clinical ;esearch
study you will receive
$250.00.

;

For more information, please call 407-303-4544
•
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[ml] ROOMMATES
New Galaxy S_m oke Shop
Hiring Part lime sales clerks-no exp req.
flexible hours, 18+
Amazon Village Mall
11100 E Colonial Drive #127
Orlando, FL 32817
407-273-5020

Rooms for rent in new 6 bdrm house.
Avail now. Inc. W/D comm. pool, bball,
tennis. F only. Short or Long term ok.
321-693-0011 $435-535/mo all util. incl.

UNIVERSITY/SEMORAN AREA:
2BR/2BA condo near UCF. 1100 sq. ft.$950/mp. plus security. Water included.
No Pets. Call 407-657-5451

Available August
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest $975/mo
Close to UCF. W/D; dishwasher incl.
Call 407-496-0888.

Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and .List FREEi Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

Huge 5/5 available in June
FULL TIME ASSISTANT
Real Estate Team. Great Payl
Fast paces, energe,ic setting.
Marketing, admin, cust. service.
Fax resume to 407-386-8900
Fron~ desk assistant for property
management company in the Lake
Buena Vista area. FfT, flex. with school
sched., great pay & benefits, must be
able to work weekends. Must be N/S,
bright and good. with people. Education a
plus. Drug-free workplace, background
check performed. Fax resume with
desired pay req. to the attention of
Christina. (407) 938-9057
-~

.,.
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RESERVATION AGENTS
GREAT OPPORTUNITIES!!

,..

l•

Trust International by Travelport, a
leading provider of reservation
services for high prof lie hotel
clients world-wide, Is seeking
professional Call Center Agents for
our Orlando office.
TRAINING STARTS SOONll
Responsibilities:

If'

..
""

;"

•Answering all Inbound Reservation
calls utilizing required call format llS
determined by TRUST
• Maintain required customer record
lnfor~atlon and all other pertinent
Information related to the
reservation process
• Responsible for submitting and
maintaining customer .service
requests.
Requirements:
• Knowledge of Microsoft Office
Tools and general PC knowledge
• Ability to Listen and Reply
Accurately
• Excellent Communication skills
(both oral and written)
• Strong Organlzatlonal skills
• Detail oriented and well organized
•Ability to meet all deadlines
• Ability to work closely with others
as well as independently
• Knowledge of Sales Techniques
• Previous work experience In call
center or reservations office.

ti
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Trust International, a Travelport
company, offers an excellent
benefits package Including
rried/denfvlslon l11surance, 401(k),
paid v~catlon, sick and holidays,
tuition reimbursement plus a
competitive pay package.
Don't miss this chance to join a
rapidly growing, dynamic
organization. To apply go to www.travelport.com and search In our
Careers section for positions In
Orlando,emall your resume to
jhall@trustlnternatlonal.com or fax
your resume to (407)679-3361. Trust
International Is an equal opportunity
employer.
EOE/M/F/DN

Do you like to .•.
Travel, Make money, Have fun?
goytbnow.comllslandbreezetravels
407-384-9515

Home away fom home! 5 suites under
one roof with common living areas for 5
individuals. $925/suite/mo all util incl.
with brand new bed and furniture.
Call 407-491-2176

Co-own a classy Avalon Park home
$0 down, owner financing avail. Don't
waste rent money, get on title with or
without your bank. Find your home now!
http://nancepropertyinvestments.com
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658
LOOK-NEW 31212 car, 5 ml to UCF/408,
· hardwood floors, wlfl, celling fans,
pond view, pool & tennis court $1200
+ dep. 407-902-1720.
MONEY FOR GRADUATION
You and/or your parents buy a home.
Your roommates pay the rent!
YOO LIVE RENT FREE
Hundreds of UCF students are taking
part in this incredible program. FREE
RECORDED MESSAGE
1-866-380-7301 ID#1051
THE REAL ESTATE SPECIALISTS

3/1 home for rent 5 min from
UCF/Waterford. Large fenced yard,
pets welcome. Clean.
$1100/mo. 407-455-3334

.•

Rooms' for rent in 6 bedroom

$60.0-utilities included fully
furnished bedroom for rent in a beautiful
Executive home. Quiet neighborhood
w/comm. pool, gym, tennis courts & only
12 min. ·from UCF. Avail now! 407-353·
5208
M/F warited for furnished 312 home on
lake. Gated comm, 6 mins. from UCF.
$600/mo incl. utll. N/S, no pets, sec
sys, pool & tennis. Available
Immediately. Call 407-832-8160,
239-707-4448 or 239-633-9400
2 Rooms for rent
$500/per room includes Cable, Internet ,
utilities. Available now. This Is a 1 year
old house near UOF/Waterford Lakes.
Please contact Jason. 321-231-9094 or
thehunchuck@yahoo.com
F roommate wanted.$360 utilities
included.Shared bathroom. Available
June and July.In front of UCF.UCF
shuttle available.407 668-9885.

LOOKlll
1 room avail in a large house close to
UCF. Includes in-ground pool, W/D, & full
kitchen. $350/mo. + split util.
Call 407-712-4035, leave message.
F needed to share 5/3 with 2 other UCF
students. 5 min to UCF. $550/mo most
utilities and internet included.
954-436-8924

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 2 rooms avail.
immediately! Rooms avail. for '07/'08
school year beginning August 1st. M/F.
Call 407-876-5697 or 407-408-0803

Room for rent In 312 home. 5 min from
UCF. $550/mo all utll Incl. Internet and
cable. Junior, Senior or Graduate. F
· only. Available Immediately.
954-649-4933

3/2/2 Ashington Park

Looking for a roommate for a 3/2 house.
$350 plus utilities. W/D and security
alarm. Call Crystal 386-931-3786

Near UCF, built in 1998. Fenced yard,
screened porch. All appliances.
1300 sq. ft. $1350/mo. 407-482-8598
312 In Oveido All 3 Rooms For Rent
Seperately. $450-$600. Lakeview. DSL ·
And DirecTV Ready. Possible Part
Time Job Next Door. 407-365-1244 ext.
104
UCF area, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease.
$900 rent, $1000 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430
Room in 3/2 house avail. now. Sate tv,
W/D, local phone, Wifi int. Must be clean,
NS, quiet. $550/month
Call (407-678-2482) or email
(kleinst_42@yahoo.com) for more
information.
NEW TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT in
gated community in Avalon Park (Spring
Isle) 3/3.5/2. Each bedroom has it's own
bath! Close to UCF off Colonial and
·Avalon. W/D, pool and clubhouse.
$1500/mo. Call 407-302-8928
Brand New 312.5 Town Home behind
UCF. Avail NOW! All appllances
Included, large master bedroom and
loft, overlooking pool and lake, 1 car
garage. Please Call 954-663-6298
Why Rent? BUY lmmac. 31212 home
with screen patio on pond In Brittany
Place. Bike to UCFI 14296 Rensselar.
Off Lk Picket $240K (631 )-681-0480
Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go to
www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571-3659

LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE
ROOMMATE to re[lt 1 BDRM avallabJe .
In my private 312 home w/POOL.
$550/MO + 112 utllltles; Female Only; 5
MIN from UCF; CALL 407-677-0470
TIVO & w/d bonus!
Room for rent in townhome. Util. incl.
wireless int, cable, W/D. Corner of
Alafaya and Colonial. $500/mo
904-864-7784 or 904-359-1179
1 room for rent In 3/2 home . F only.
N/S, No pets. Students OK.
$500/mo all util incl. 407-948-1915 or
407-671-0496
Need 2 girls to share 4/2 house at
Regerwy Park, close to UCF. $500 incl
internet, cable, pest control plus 113
water & elect. N/S, W/D. Call Naty at
407-782-2375.

2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath remodeled
townhouse for renteverything brand new
5 min to UCF $950/mo. Call
407-339-1108 Ext.106

2BD/2BA CONDO-New

~
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Huge
Pets
okl Avail 0811/07. $1500/mo. Call Nick
Phillips@ 407-810-7622
212 Condo fo~ rent in Gated Golf
Community $900/ month
10 Min from UCF
flexible leases, $200 SD
Call 407 247 6717

.-, 3268 Vishaal D,r, 3/2 Duplex, 1182 sq ft,
2 mlns from UCF, lawn included,
$1250/month, available immediately. For
more info go to www.homes2viewonline.com.

Kitchen, Washer/Dryer & Carpet,
Great amlnltles (new pool, gym,
Club House, car wash} <NOW
AVAILABLE contact
RALOCAL@YAHOO.COM or 407-9775747 or 772-240-1742

Condo for Rent UCF/Waterford Lakes. 3BR,2B
Currently'rented to UCF students,
would like to continue. Upgraded
hardwood floors, new carpet, granite
countertops In kitchen ·and baths, new
!IPPllances. Includes hlghspeed
Internet, cable, pool and fitness
center. Quiet! $1400/mo 407-451-5137

4,Bedroom, 2100 Sqft, hardwood
floors, flreplace, large fenced
backyard, pet friendly, located Lake
Underhill minutes from UCF,
$1350 mo, $1000 damage deposit
contact Patrick 407 595 3201
412 modern single family Home at
prestlgeous Avalon Park. Granite and
stainless steel appl. Close to shops
" and restaurants. $1,790 - Co-signers
accepted. 407-913-8519
TOWNHOUSES NEAR UCF
112 ml. from UCF & Researth Park
¥\
Close to Waterford Lakes Town
Center 2 Master Bedrooms, W/D Incl
6 Units available, 2Bd/2.5Ba
http:ln31.rentcllcks.com
$900/Month 407-310-6583
Sale/Rent in Hunters Reserve 2b/2b
remodeled corner unit. lile firs, vaulted
ceilings, fans, aplnces, comm. pool/gym
$185,000 or $960/mo. 321-536-5430

Bdrm avail w/ private bath in a private
3 bdrm home. Patio, Jacuzzi, pool
table. $550/mo each, all utilities
lncludea. Female only. High speed
Internet, cable, W/D. 15 mlns from
UCF. Avail May 1st. Call
561-543-6685

ROOM 4 RENT. Avall Today.1 O Mins
from UCF; 5 Mins from Valencia-East
Very Affordable!! Call Janelle
c:954-559-3966 h:407-380-0902
Room ldr Rent in Oviedo Near UCF.
Looking for clean female room mate.
$300 a month. Call 407 580 2705
Room For Rent, Avalon Area, Female,
responsible, n/s, No Pets, incl W/D, kit,
own bath, Cable/DSL, Pool,
Close to .UCF. $SOO. util. included.
Susan 407.482.2898 or
321-230-3555 call til midnight
Roo111mate Needed: 2 rooms up for
rent In 312 home In Chelsea Pare. 8
min. from UCF. 7 min from Valencia.
$475 INCLUDING utilities. Must be
clean and pet friendly. Any questions,
please reach Luisa: (954) 864-6271
Roommate Wanted
Ptofessional mom looking for roommate
for 4/3 pool home in Oviedo near UCF
$500 + Sec dep includes utilities,
wireless internet, call Cathy 407-6875978

Visit WWW.UCFCondos.COM

Condos And Homes For.Rent & Sale.
Free 24/7 Website With Pies & Info.
Century 21. Rick Sletten 321-438-4568
•.!!!'!'!!!!!!'!!!!!!'!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!I!'!!!!!!'!!!!!!'!!!!!!'!!!!!!'!!!!!!'!!!!!!'!!!!!!~

3/2 condo in River Run. 1 mile from UCF.
Brand new, luxury living! Skylights,
garage, driveway, gated comm. Never
lived in. $1350/mo 917-478-0501
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Waterford Lakes:
Large vl-aterfront homes 2, 3, 4 & 5
bedroom, $1, 175 & up.
\
407-760-07\8

Bette Butz Rie.a.llty
Inc.
RJ~ tff-.r 11/4 &ta. !J.c, R'4o

Seven Waterford Landing 212
condos for rent. 1.5 miles from
campus. Pool, flt. cntr. and
racquetball. Washer and dryer
Included, some with lake view. $975
month. Call Josh Devinney @
407-862-9200 x201.

Live in THE LOFTS!
1/1 in 212 available May 1st! $589/month.
All util included. Call Jeremy at
561-302-3174 or ·Ellen 561-302-3170
MOVE IN NOW! M needed for 414 In
Pegasus Connection.
$520/mo all utllltles Included.
Contact Justin 352-220-1352
Female needed In a 414 Village at
Science Drive apt. Can move-In early
as May 1st. Rent Is only $5101! Very
nice apt and great roommates! Please
contact Stacy@ (561)8016872
Female only. Room available in a 4/4 for
summer lease. Fully furnished w/
appliances, poolside, utilities included,
free shuttle service to UCF. Move in
ASAP, lease ends July 31.
Contact Harriett(954)600·8831
Summer sublease May- July in 4/2 in
Pegasus Pointe. $475/mo all util incl.
M/F. Clean apt with nice roommates.
305-300-0960 or hotbuz@hotmail.com
P~gasus Point- Willing to pay move-in ·
fee!! 212, $560/mo. all utilities included.
Female~ Only!
Contact Kelma 787-951-6496

Private 1 br/1 bath in a 2/2 apt
near UCF. Unfurnished. Share with 20 yr
_old M student. Very quiet, rarely·home.
Vaulted ceilings and lots of windows.
$480/mo. + 1/2 utilities. Sublease until
January '08 or until September '07. Call
for viewing. 407-923-4119

MAY RENT FREE
1 room in huge 3/3 in Villlage at Alafaya
Club .May 1st-July 31st Fully furn, W/D
$565/mo all util incl. 352-222-5885
Live in THE LOFTS!
Waterfront 1/1 or 212 available May 1stl
$589/month each. All util included.
Call 561-239-0428 or 561-239-3436

SUBLEASE IN THE LOFTS
1/1 available In a 414. Largest
bedroom, with huge walk-In closet.
Utilltles Included. ONLY $400 per
monthll Contact Sarah at
561-251--9100 for more Info.
Prices negotiable.

SUMMER SUBLEASE
$500-$600/Mo.(6 Bdrms Avail)
Inc Util, Full Kitchen, Maid Serv, Lg Yard
w/Priv Fence, Free Storage, Close to
Shopping, Restaurants & 15 min. to
UCF. Must Be Clean & Responsible. Call
407-923-8945 & Leave Message.

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Histories
6 Currency
1O Goes on to say
14 Cause anxiety
15 Memory unit
16 Gather in
17 Juliet's beau
18 Burn the surface
of
19 Wight or Man
20 Porterhouse and
T-bone
22 Elitist
24 Pig place
25 Jerseys
27 Most pricey
29 Waterston or
Donaldson
32 Collector~·
groups
34 Have top billing
35 Rule of conduct
38 Orient Express,
e.g.
41 Thespian
42 Spanish river
43 Window sill
44 Oil-producing
rock
45 Mini-warehouse
47 Pedal
extremities
49 Trudge along
50 B'way theater
sign
51 "Lou Gr~nt" star
54 Poet Teasdale
56 Yow, it's cold!
57 Smeltery waste
59 Talk show host
Williams
63 Honcho
65 Soggy ground
67 Join forces
68 Bayh or Hunter
69 Gobi location
70 Foch and
Simone
71 Wooded hollow
72 In the mail
73 Distributes
cards
1
2
3
4

DOWN
Golfers' norms
Tons and tons
Unvarying
Actor Willjams

517107
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5 Coverup
operations
6 ''48 Hours"
network
7 Affirmative votes
8 Put up with
9 Legendary
figures
1O Jackie's second
11 Western outlaws
12 Bucolic valleys
13 All done in
21 Crystal gazer
23 Soldier's stage
26 Mixes up
28 More uncommon
29 Health resorts
30 Crafty
31 Of a bone of a
foot
33 Roasting rods
36 Singular
performances
37 Instruments
39 Composer
Stravinsky
40 "Finding_"
46 Bum around
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Last issue solved
48 Diamond and
Lagerlof
51 Flowed back
52 Took the wheel
53 Poker action
55 Actress Potts
58 Broad smile

60 Singer Turner
61 List-shortening
abbr.
62 Fewer
64 NBC classic
66 _your heart
out!

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedic type
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/
warranty. $1800 value. Must sell $495. .
Delivery avail. Call 407-423-1202.
137K 212 Waterfront Condo 950sqft,
New Appl, Furniture & 6 mo HOA fees
Incl, Tiie Floors, New Central AC & ·
W/D, Gated Community, Lots of
Upgrades and Amenities, Close to
Schools, 407-923-6899
3 bedroom remodeled beauty, perfect for
family or students. No HOA! Near UCF,
Siemens, Valencia CC. $250,00 Call
Kelly Sue Stonebreaker at Exit Real
Estate Results 321-228-3974
4/2 Manufacture Home for Sale
10 min. from UCF, Alafaya Town Center
and Public Library. Corner Lot &
waterfrontview. All appl. incl. Asking
price $63,000. 407-382-3305

· Couch and Loveseat- Brand new
microfiber set, stain resistant.
Can deliver: $525 407-423-1202
Co-own a classy Avalon Park home ..
$0 down, .owner financing avail. Don't
waste rent money, get on title with or
without your bank. Find your ho!Jle now!
http ://nancepropertyinvestments.com
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658
Your Roommates Pay Your Rent!
UCF/East Orlando
Best Buy Hollis! reveals 1o best buys
in your SPECIFIC price range.
Free recorded message
1-866-380-7301 ID#1040
THE REAL ESTATE SPECIALISTS

4/2.5 over 2200 sqftll 2 story, 2bd down,2 up, spa, sunroom, granite countertops,
new Italian tile, cul-de-sac, private in
Oviedo, close to UCF&417! $310K call
407-359-0330 for appt. FSBO

BUY ME:3/2 Villa in East Orlando, comm
pool, $179,000 OBO
.
3/2 House in exclusive Andover Cay
near Alafaya, tiled/screened patio, •
1600sqft reduced to $289,900 D Hunter
Home lnvst. Realty 407.454.6322

2/2 Condo 5 min to UCF.
1st fir, Appl incl.W/D. Scrnd porch. Low
condo fees. Incl. water,basic cable etc.
$153,900 Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874
DISTRESS Sale- Bank Foreclosures.
Free list of Foreclosure Properties.
Receive a free computerized printout.
Free recorded message 1-866-380-7301
ID#1042
THE REAL ESTATE SPECIALISTS

Co-own a classy Avalon Park home
$0 down, owner financing avail. Don't
waste rent money, get on title with or
.without your bank. Find your home now!
http://nancepropertyinvestments.com
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658
211 downtown. CF, WD h/up, AC.
$685/mo; $500 dep. Also Roommate
needed. 407-616-6265.

2 Bd Home in Quiet Neighborhood.
Recently Renovated Close To UCF.
Ready To Move In. $175,000. Fenced
Back Yard. 407-382-2333 ~07-227-8702

M wanted 18-22 yrs old for 111 In
Hawthorne Glen. Very nice, 5 mins to ~
UCF. $575/mo all utll Incl.
Call Christian 561-301-9604

EAST ORLANDO- 3/212 Near UCF
· $269,900 Under Appraisal!! Owner
Financing- No Banks Needed 1OK Dowr;i.
Agents Welcome! We will pay 4% of
price if closed by 6/30/07. Prof.
landscaped; tile/wood laminate flooring
throughout; 1,772 sq ft. Completely
fenced yard w/ great pond view; call
407-761-5356 we will work with you!!

FOR SALE
3 & 4 bedroom homes with or without
pool from $189,000. Close to UCF.
Call Joyce. Ungerman at Century 21
Oviedo 407-366-5837

NO MONEY DOWN- Great starter home,
Waterford/UCF, only $224,000. Free info
pkg. Free recorded message 1-866-3807301 ID#1043
THE REAL ESTATE' SPECIALISTS
Two roolns for rent in Brand New town
home in Avalon.One master room with
walk-in closet for $600 plus util. Second
room is $500 plus util. Both with private
bathrooms, Completely Furnished except
for bedrooms. Move in on May 17th.
Free rent until June. Contact Lauren at
561-789-3625
Rooms for rent in new 6 bdrm house.
Avail now. Inc. W/D eomm. pool, bball,
tennis. F only. Short or Long term ok.
321-693-0011 $435-535/mo all util. incl.

REDUCED $50,0001! 5/3/3 on cul-desac, built in 20041 Large bonus room
over 3car garage. Cypress Lakes
$429,000. Call Kelly Sue S~onebreaker
at Exit Real Estate Results 321-228-3974

1 N/S roommate needed for 3/2 in
Alafaya Woods house. Fenced backyard
$425/mo plus utilities. Call Neal
321-431,.-1708

Townhome. 3/2.5 with loft/study. Built In
2006.1915 htd sq ft. sec system, comm.
pool, walk to UCF. Call Brad with
Coldwell Banker at 407-92 7800

Visit WWW.UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Sale & Rent.
Free 24/7 Website With. Pies & Info.
Century 21. Rick Sletten 321-438-4568

Like New Hawthorne Glen

Bed 100% all brand new King plllowtop set. Must sell, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.

CONCEALED WEAPONS
COURSE
$70 PER PERSON(additional fees may
apply)
MUST BE 21 YEARS OLD AND
NO FELONY CONVICTIONS
Contact Adam at
amcculloch@brantlyandassociates.com

VIDEO JOCKEY
For frat parties, dances, etc. See yourself
on the big screen, psychadelic video.
386-574-7058/ fbnebula@juno.com

Alafaya Woods-3BR/2BA, 1625sf, tile,
vaulted ceiiings, fireplace, screen porch,
fence, A schools, $247k, will pay closin_g
costs+ 4% commission; 321-948-7023

3/2 Home for sale near UCF.
Remington Village, off Alayfaya Trail
on W Carrigan. All appl. incl. Large
fenced backyard. lile firs, a must see!
$275k 407-383-8595

Beautiful and spacious 1 bdrm condo
with a lot of upgrades . Waterford Lakes
area. 3rd floor, balcony view, storage. All
appl. incl. H.S internet. 407-923-6067
Sublet available at University House
ASAP for only $485 a month. Contact
(850)766-3515 if interested.

.,.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

1 Bedroom 1 full private bath avail. for
rent in my home. 4 miles from UCF.
$600/mo. Short or long term OK. Price
incl. water, electric, h.s. internet, W/D,
cable, garag~ storage. 407-758-8918.

Fun & trendy apartments for rent in
'(Yaterford Lakes - FREE BOOKS up to
$500 with rental!! We have 1, 2 & 3bdr
apartments at a flat rate - so call Janice
today on 407 782 9431 or email
jvh0914@yahoo.com
Looking for 2007-2008 HOUSING?
SUBLEASE a clean, fully furnished, 4/2
apartment for ONLY $485 per month,
less than 5 minutes from UCF at
University Hous!'l on Alafaya at a lower
rate. For more information, call (850)7663515.

© Puzzles by Pappocom

1/1 in 4/4 at Pegasus Connection.
Available May 30th. F only. Current lease
ends July 31st w/ option to renew.
$530/mo all util incl. 407-421-7791

F needed for 4/2 home with pool in
Casselberry. $600/mo all utll incl. Must
love dogs! 407-470-3083 or
mrshammer@cfl.rr.com

Need Extra Cash???
Own your own domain and get paid a
great Income referring others to do
1 the same. Whether you need a llttle
extra cash, or a much larger amount .
paid on a monthly basis, the choice Is
yoursl NO...SCAMS? NO...GAMES?
Just a little of your time.
~.
Visit the website for lnfq, or call me
352-390-3865
www.youronllnebuslness.ws
'REMEMBER DOT WS not DOT COM

suldolku

M/F to share 1/1 In 212 In Alayaf!l
Woods in .Oviedo, $550/mo or
$150/wk. Incl. utll and WJp. Spacious
& clean. Avail. May 7th. 407-716-2782

$545/mo NOW-July Alafaya Club large
room in all Female 4/4,
gym/pool/utilities/internet/wash/dry, 321243-4415 for pies : pnpjon.as~yahoo.com

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
4 bedroom house, 3 yr old neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 954-816-3127

Large 4/212 home. Like new. 10 min. from
UCFI Upgraded Appl. Conservation area
Very private. Students OK. $1495/mo
Purchase Option Ok. (407) 341-9415.

SUDO KU

Tired of Paying Out Rent,
With No Return On Your Money?
Call Holley Ewell at 407-310-1895
$Learn.How Owning Increases Wealth!$
Avalon Realty Group
3925 Peppervine Dr. Ori, 32828
3922sfl!! 6 large bedrooms/4.5 baths on
over 1/3ac in Seminole Co. Built 2004
and close to UCF, SCC, Research Pkwy.
$415,000 Call .Kelly Sue Stonebreaker@
Exit Real Estate Results 321-228-3974
Futon w/ 8" mat, .BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
BED $140, Mattress Set, Full Size,
B_rand New, stlll In plastic. Dellvery
avail. Call 407-287-2619.

FRENCH TUTORING
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and children .
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call, leave msg 407-482-2343.

m

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Singing Auditions

Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh.
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
FOR SALE!! GE Dishwasher, Range,
Microwave, Kenmore Fridge, Ceiling
Fan, Computer Desk, all excellent
condition, no item over $300,
please call 407-616-0380 or
407-758-0615
Bed Set
A 6 piece set incl. Queen mattress set.
New In box, $499. Can deliver.
407-423-1202
BED $160, Orthopedic support New
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In
plastic Warranty, Can Deliver.
Call 407-287-2619.
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941

All Ages and Types of Music
Need Good Singers to Help Promote
New Singing Software. Visit
http://www.musicxoft.com/
html/orlando_audition.html or email
audition@musicxoft.com for more info.

800
Vitamin C Research Study
Ages 18-40
Four Clinic Visits Required
Up to $100 compensation per participant
if you complete study
Hours: 9:00am to 5:00pm Mon. - Thurs.
9:00am to 1 :OOpm Fridays
Call (407)332-5703

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leathe.r pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322

WANTED-WILL PAY CASH!
Scion TC Wheels & Tires
407-484-8688

Place Classifieds

ONLINE

in the
(entral 1fodba '1tture ·
for as low as $4 an issue!

www.KnightNew~papers.com/classifieds
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SC· IENCE DRIVE
2913 Einstein Way f 407.384.7080
thevi Ilageatsciencedrive.com
Owned and professionally managed by

..Jll. AMERICAN

CAMPUS COMMUNITIES

